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COMFTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

WASHINGTON, D C 2054

B-197999

To the President of the Senate and
Speaker of the House of Representatives

This report describes how Federal agencies, in financing
certain revolving fund credit programs, may legally borrow
from Treasury and non-Tieasury sources more funds than indi-
cated by official budget document recordings of the budget
authority (for borrowings) for those programs. We make recom-
mendations to the Congress and thn Director of the Office of
Management and Budget that would revise budget procedures
for such programs.

We undertook the revi-ew after preliminary work revealed
that Federal agencies' borrowings from the Treasury since 1932
have greatly exceeded recorded borrowing authorizations in
Treasury's published records. Over fiscal years 1932-79,
recorded authorizations totaled aoout $232 billion, while
total actual borrowings came to about $460 billion--almost
twice the amount of recorded authorizations.

Copies of the report ire being sent to the Director of
the Office of Management and Budget, the case study Federal
agencies that would be affected oy the recommendations, the
Director of the Congressional Budget Office, and the congres-
sional Committees on the Budget and Committees on Ap roprja-
tions. ~ , /

Comptroller General
of the United States



COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S SPENDING AUTHORITY RECORDINGS
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS IN CERTAIN REiOLVING FUNDS

IMPAIR CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
CONTROL

DIGEST

Program administrators use "budget authority"
to borrow amounts from Treasury or ilon-
Treasury sources to finance their revolving
fund loan programs. In some cases, this
authority--"borrowing authority"--represents
authorized net borrowings (gross borrowings
less repayments) rather than authorized
gross borrowings. (See p. 3.)

BORROWINGS EXCEED RECORDED AUTHORITY

As a consequence of the netting procedure,
a pro(jram's total (gross) borrowings in a
fiscal year can easily exceed its recorded
borrowing authority for the year. Further-
more, this gap between the authority recorded
in the budget and total borrowings can in-
crease in succeeding years as recordings of
borrowing authority are used for several
cycles of borrowings--rolled over. Over
fiscal years 1932-79, Government-wide re-
corded authorizations for borrowings from
Treasury totaled about $232 billion, while
total actual borrowings from Treasury came
to about $460 billion--almost twice the
amount of recorded authorizations. (See p. 4.)

There were programs in 22 accounts spanning
12 Federal departments and independent agen-
cies in fiscal year 1979 which had followed
the netting procedure in their borrowings
from both Treasury and non-Treasury sources.
These programs had outstanding borrowings
from Treasury (September 30, 1979) totaling
about $96 billion. (See p. 13.)

CONGRESSIONAL BUDGETARY CONTROL SUFFERS
UNDER THE NETTING PROCEDURE

GAO believes that the Congress' budgetary
control, including annual controls on pro-
gram and aggregate budget authority amounts,
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suffers when budget authority recordings for
revolving fund loan programs express author-
ized net borrowings, for several reasons.

First, net-based recordings of borrowing
authority do not disclose the full amount--
waich they should--of obligational authority
rade available through authorized borrow-
ings. Each borrowing adds obligational
authorlty, and repayments on borrowings
during a year should not be used to obscure
the obligational authority made available by
one or more new borrowings in the same year.
Congressional attempts to control obliga-
tional authority by acting on net-based
borrowing authority will not completely con-
trol actual obligational authority levels,
and result in budget totals that provide a
distorted picture of the obligational author-
ity provided through borrowing authority.
(See p. 22.)

Second, use of net-based borrowing authority
amounts lessens budgetary consisteny, there-
by complicating the budgetary process and
making it more difficult for the Congress to
set priorities and make comparisons among
programs. GAO notes that budget authority
recordings and totals for programs financed
with appropriations represent gross, not net,
funds. (See p. 24.)

Also, there are several programs in the bud-
get in which borrowing authority recordirgs
represent authorized gross borrowings, not
net. Therefore, use of net-based borrowing
authority recordings and figures interjects
inconsistency into budget amounts. This in-
consistency also applies to the amounts and
and totals :n the Congressional Budget
Office's budget "scorekeeping" reports. It
is difficult for the Congress to set prior-
ities among programs and achieve the intended
results if programs'funding levels are con-
puted under different rules. (See p. 27.)

Third, net-based borrowing authority often
entails "backdoor spending." GAO believes
that the Congress' budgetary control is
weakened when agencies may conduct several



cycles of borrowings in the absence of new
congressional authorizations. It is GAO's
position that the public interest is best
served when congressional control over
Federal activities and funding levels,
including borrowings, is exercised through
periodic reviews and affirmative action in
the appropriations process. (See p. 27.)

GROSS-BASED BORRCWING AUTHORITY
IMPROVEMENT MIGHT NOT GO FAR ENOUGH

Conversion to gross-based borrowing au hor-
ity in revolving fund loan programs would
result in budget authority recordings that
express more fully the obligational author-
ity made available through borrowings.
However, such gross recordings, plus any
other recordings under current procedures
(appropriations, contract authority), still
might not fully express total obligatioi.al
authority made available. Total obligational
authority in these revolving fund programs
also includes (besides authority derived from
borrowings, appropriations, etc.) the col-
lections made available through the cycle of
program operations and assorted financing
mechanisms (sale of assets, etc.). budget
authority recordings in these cases should
encompass the authority to obligate funds
whatever their source, including collections
from program operations. (See p. 30.)

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Director of OMB should revise the way
the definition of budget authority is applied
to revolving fund loan programs so that
budget authority for these programs is the
amount of gross obligations, or gross loan
obligations, authorized to be made. (See p. 36.)

The Congress, in reviewing revolving fund
loan programs, should place specific limits
on the gross obligations, or gross loan
obligations, authorized to be made, and
require that such limits be treated as
the relevant budget authority amounts.
(See p. 36.)
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AGENCY COMMENTS

OMB and Treasury disagree with GAO's posi-
tion that budget authority for revolving
fund loan programs should express the amount
of gross obligations, or gross loan obliga-
tions, authorized to be made. Officials of
OMB agree, however, that the Congress should
place limits on obligations in revolving
fund loan programs, and agree that conver-
sion to gross-based borrowing authority
(instead of net-based) for certain types of
revolving fund programs would be an improve-
ment. The agencies' comments including
certain technical objections, are discussed
in appendixes VI and VII. GAO also dis-
cussed technical aspects of the draft report
with the case study agencies (see appendixes
I, IV, and VIII).

GAO still concludes that its recommended
changes are needed, and that the report's
technical discussions are accurate.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF BUDGET AUTHORITY

With passage of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974
(Public Law 93-344, Title I-IX), the Congress undertook to
improve its control over the Federal budget. The 1974 act
and implementing actions established several new congres-
sional budgetary processes to carry out this objective,
including annual passage of the first and second concurrent
resolutions on the budget setting targets or ceilings on
outlays and budget authority. "Budget authority' is defined
in law (31 U.S.C. 1302) as:

"* * * authority provided by law to enter into ob-
ligations which will result in immediate or future

outlays involving Government funds k * *." 1/

The authority to enter into obligations now exists in
three principal forms; appropriations, contract authority,
and borrowing authority. 2/ Furthermore, as used by the
Congress and the executive branch, budget authority generally
is the new, or additional, obligational authority which is
made available to a program in a given fiscal year. 3/

I/See "Terms Used in the Budgetary Process," U.S. General
Accounting Office, PAD-77-9, July 1977, p. 6.

2/Ibid., pp. 3, 6, 10. Essentially, an "appropriation" (the
most common form of budget authority) provides authority
to obligate and expend government funds. "Contract author-
ity" provides authority to obligate in excess of funds
available for expenditure, with subsequent expenditure to
come from an "appropriation to liquidate contract authority"
or, in the case of revolving funds, from fund receipts.
In "borrowing authority," there is authority to obligate
and expend borrowed funds.

3/Statutory provisions permit some programs' budget accounts
to carry forward (with or without fiscal year limits)
balances .f prior year budget authority, or use receipts
from revolving operations. In such cases, budget author-
ity is only one source of obligational authority in a
fiscal year.



OUR REVIEW OF BORROWING AUTHORITY

This report concerns one type of new budget authority,

i.e., borrowing authority. The President's budget, prepared
in accordance with procedures established by the Office of
Management and Budget (OMB), records borrowing authority
amounts in the budget for programs authorized by law to bor-
row from Treasury or non-Treasury sources. These recordings
express levels of authorized borrowings.

In some cases, the borrowing authority recorded Ln the
budget express a total (gross) amount of funds that may be

borrowed. In other cases, however, the recordings do not
express such a total, owing to features of the authorizing
legislation (discussed in chapter 2).

An example of borrowing authority which does not repre-
sent the total of funds which may be borrowed concerns the
Export-Import Bank of the United States ("Eximbank"). In the
budget over fiscal years 1946-79 there were borrowing author-
ity recordings of about $6 billion to express the Eximbank's

authority for borrowings from Treasury, during which time
the Eximbank's borrowings from Treasury actually totaled
about $31 billion, or about $25 billion more than recorded
borrowing authority. The difference represents essentially
amounts that were repaid and subsequently reborrowed.

We felt that such procedures for recording borrowing
authority, while legal and in accordance with budgetary con-
ventions, raised serious budgetary policy issues warranting
further study. This report summarizes our study and pr.sents
recommendations to OMB and the Congress for changing the pro-
cedures to produce more consistent and meaningful budgetary
amounts.

As part of our study, we conducted case studies of bor-
rowing authority recordings in the budget for programs in
seven budget accounts. We selected accounts with significant
levels of borrowings and repayments over a number of years.

In three of the accounts, borrowing authority recordings have
represented the total (gross) amount of borrowings which may
be borrowed; while in the remaining four accounts, there have
been recordings that meant something else (most often, author-
ized net borrowings). These case studies are listed in
appendix I. Appendixes II, III, and IV contain some supple-
mentary discussions and amounts pertaining to the case
studies. OMB, Treasury, and Rural Electrification Administra-
tion (the only case study agency to respond in writing as well
as orally) comments on the report along with our responses are

presented in appendixes VI, VII, and VIII. The figures used
in this report are unverified amounts provided by executive
branch anencies.

2



C1IAPTER 2

THE BUDGET TREATMENT OF BORROWING AUTHORITY

BORROWINGS PROVIDE SIZABLE
BUDGETARY RESOURCES

U.S. Government departments and agencies borrow directly
from both Treasury and non-Treasury sources to fund their
programs and activities. Many of the programs using borrowed
funds are Federal credit programs (direct loans and loan
guarantees). Borrowings from both Treasury and i )n-Treasury
sources involve significant sums o Yoney. At the end of fis-
cal year 1979, there were outstand .g borrowings from the
Treasury totaling about $106 billion, 1/ providing funding
for programs in 30 budget accounts spanning 12 Federal depart-
ments and independent agencies. Borrowings for the year were
about $60 billion. 2/

Borrowing from non-Treasury sources was also a signif-
icant source of f-und-s for Fedefral departments and aqencies.
Outstanding borrowings from non-Treasury sources, i- luding
the Federal Financing Bank, 3/ totaled approximately $21
billion at the band of fiscal year 1979. Borrowinis from non-
Treasury sources during the year were about $2 biiliot.

TWU KINDS OF BORROWING AUTHORITY
RECORDINGS: NET AND GROSS

Instructions issued by OMB set policy on how "borrowing
authority" 4/ amnunts are to be recorded in the budget for
accounts whose programs are funded (at least in part) with
borrowings. These recordings express levels of borrowings
authorized by law. In some cases, e.g., where a statute

1/Excludes about $6 billion in Treasury advances as subscrip-
tions to capital stock and credit to the United Kingdom.

2/Borrowings from Treasury are borrowings of Treasury's public
debt receipts, which are funds realized from the Treasury
Department sale to investors of public debt securities.

3/Although it is administered by the Treasury Department and
receives its funds by borrowing from Treasury, the Federal
Financing Bank is treated as a non-Treasury, off--budget
governmental enterprise.

4/Also termed in the budget as "authority to spend debt
receipts."
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authorizing borrowings does not contain a dollar limit on
borrowings (an "indefinite" authorization)--the amount to be
recorded is determined by budgetary conventions. In these
instances, the amount recorded as borrowing authority would
represent essentially the increase in the amount of authorized
outstanding borrowings from the beginning to the end of the
year. 1/

In these and some other cases (see p. 5), normal bud-
getary practice is to make the borrowing authority recordings
essentially represent levels of authorized net borrowings,
i.e., borrowings less repayments. In other cases, however,
the amounts recorded in the budget represent authorized gross
borrowings (see p. 18).

"NET" BORROWING AUTHORITY
UNDERSTATES AUTHORIZED BORROWINGS

The policy of having borrowing authority recordings for
several programs express levels of authorized net borrowings,
rather than gross borrowings, results in budget recordings
that do not fully disclose the total amount of borrowings
that may occur. Total borrowings for these programs often
exceed recorded borrowing authority.

Borrowinqs from Treasury exceed
recorded authority by $228 billion

Because of the netting procedure, total agency borrow-
ings from Treasury in recent years have exceeded recorded
borrowing authorizations by a significant amount. Treasury
Department records show that during fiscal years 1932-79,

I/Until recently, the budget convention for dealing with this
situation was actually somewhat more complex. In a case
of indefinite borrowing authority where the amount of out-
standing borrowings moves up and down over time (e.g., rises
in one year and declines in the next, etc.), the convention
would have required budget authority to be recorded only
to the extent that the sum of year end outstanding borrow-
ings plus uncovered obligations exceeded the comparable
sum in any previous year. This additional complexity was
eliminated in revised instructions by OMB in 1977. For a
more complete discussion of this matter, see appendix II.

4



borrowing authorizations 1/ totaled about $232 billion 2/
while borrowings came to about $460 billion--twice the amount
of recorded authorizations.

Not only have borrowings f,.om Treasury exceeded recorded
borrowing authorizations, but also the trend shows an in-
creasing gap between recorded amounts authorized and actual

borrowings. Figure 1 shows this trend. In fiscal year 1957,
cumulative borrowings had exceeded cumulative recorded author-
izations (since 1932) by about $1 billion; while by the end
of fiscal year 1979, borrowings had exceeded recorded author-
izations by about $228 billion.

Partial information indicates that borrowings from non-
Treasury sources may also have exceeded recorded borrowing
authorizations. 3/

Thus, borrowing authority recorded under the netting pro--
cedure significantly understates the extent of actual author-
ized borrowings. We do not suggest that these amounts were
borrowed and spent illegally. Rather, we believe that the
practice lessens the measiing of the "borrowing authority"
amounts in the budget and could impair effective congressional
control over the budget (discussed in greater detail in

chapter 3).

1/Treasury records sometimes use the term "borrowing author-
izJtion" r;-her than the OMB term, "borrowing authority."
Our partial check of the amounts showed that. those listed
by Treasury as borrowing authorization amounts largely cor-

responded to borrowing authority amounts in the budget.
In the sample years checked, the borrowing authority totals
never exceeded the borrowing authorization totals.

2/Represents total cumulative authorizations unadjusted for
periodic decreases (approximately $37 billion over fiscal
years 1932-79).

3/Information is not readily available on cumulative a:lthor-
izations and borrowings concerning non-Treasury sources for

the fiscal years 1932-79 period. However, partial informa-
tion shows the existence of a netting procedure used for
several accounts (see p. 13), and the distinct possibility
that borrowings have exceeded authorizations. In the iiscal
years 1973-79 period alone, Treasury Department records
show agency repayments (on borrowings from non-Treasury
sources) under the netting procedure of about $30 billion,
identified as repayments that "restored" old borrowing
authorizations for additional borrowings. The importance
of "restoring" repayments under the netting procedure
is discussed on p. 9.

5
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The netting procedure is used
for two kinds of programs

The netting procedure is used in calculating and record-
ing borrowing authority for two kinds of programs:

--programs whose statutory authorizations for borrow-
ings contain no dollar limits on borrowings (indefinite
authorizations);

--programs whose statutory authorizations contain dollar
limits on "outstanding" borrowings.

An example of an indefinite authorization is seen in
the following statutory provision authorizing the Secretary
of the Department of Agriculture to borrow Treasury funds
for the programs in the Rural Housing Insurance Fund (42
U.S.C. 1487(h)):

"The Secretary is authorized to issue notes to the
Secretary of the Treasury to obtain funds necessary
for discharging obligations under this section and
for authorized expenditures out of the fund, * * *.
Such notes shall be in such form and denominations
and have such maturities and be subject to such
terms and conditions as may be prescribed by the
Secretary with the approval of the Secretary of the
Treasury. * * * The Secretary of the Treasury is
authorized and directed to purchase any notes of
the Secretary issued hereunder."

An example of an authorization with a dollar limit on
"outstanding" borrowings is found in legislation authorizing
the Eximbank to borrow from Treasury (12 U.S.C. 635d):

"The Export-Import Bank of the United States is
authorized to issue from time to time for purchases
by the Secretary of the Treasury its notes, deben-
tures; bonds, or other obligations; but the aggre-
gate amounts of such obligations outstanding at any
one time shall not exceed $6 billion."

The basic netting procedure for these two kinds of
authorizations is illustrated in table 1. Two sets of figures
are shown for the two kinds of authorizations. For ease of
illustration, the figures in the table pertain to a hypothe-
tical first year of borrowing activity (no carryover balances
involved).

7



It is seen that in each illustrative example, the amount

of recorded borrowing authority represents a level of author-

ized net borrowings for the year--either, essentially, actual

net borrowings (program #1), or a statutory dollar limit on

outstanding borrowings (program #2). 1/ In both cases total

borrowings for the year exceeded recorded borrowing authority.

Table 1

Illustrative Examples of Net Basis of Borrowing

Authority--First Year of Borrowing Activity

Program #2--
$150 million

Program #1-- statutory limit
no statutory on outstanding
dollar limit borrowings

…-…....(000 omitted)--------

Statutory limit on out-
standing borrowings from

Treasury N/A $ 150,000

Gross borrowings from
Treasury $ 200,000 200,000

Less gross repayments to
Treasury -170,000 -170,000

Net borrowings from
Treasury (borrowings
outstanding) 30,000 30,000

Plus uncovered obligations
end of year a/ 5,000 5,000

Borrowing authority used 35,000 35,000

BORROWING AUTHORITY
RECORDED IN THE BUDGET $ 35,000 $ 35,000

a/Unpaid obligations at year's end in excess of cash balances

available (or assigned) for paying those obligations. Bor-

rowing authority is needed to cover these unpaid obligations.

1/The netting procedure applied to the programs in HUD's

Special Assistance Functions Fund has been anomalous, comm-

bining features from both programs #1 and #2 in table 1.

See appendix III.
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Rollover has increased the gap

between authority and borrowings

Not only may total borrowings exceed recorded borrowing

authority in a given year under the basic netting procedure,

but this gap can increase in succeeding years. "Rollover"

(discussed below) is an important factor.

Rollover in programs with statutory

limits on outstanding borrowings

In programs with statutory limits on outstanding bor-

rowings, the netting procedure entails counting agency repay-

ments of their borrowings as repayments which rollover, or

restore, previously recorded borrowing authority, making the

old authority available for another cycle of borrowings. The

agency may use this rolled over authority instead of recording

new borrowing authority to make additional borrowings. 1/

Changing rollover in programs
with indefinite authorizations

A similar rollover procedure has been followed in pro-

grams with indefinite authorizations. However, OMB has

recently adopted a new policy (only partly implemented--see

p. 11) designed to eliminate rollover in such programs while

still retaining the basic netting procedure. OMB officials

state that the new policy was first adopted for use in devel-

oping the fiscal year 1979 budget, instructing agencies to

match their repayments on prior year borrowings with permanent

lapses ("redemption of debt") of previously recorded borrowing

authority. 2/

l/For programs with statutory limits on "outstanding" borrow-

ings, additional borrowing authority recordings are made

when the legislation is amended increasing the limits. See

p. 49, appendix II, for a case study example.

2/The applicable OMB Circular A-11 provision (section 32.4,

June 29, 1977) provided for line #31.00 entries in budget

schedules to be captioned "Redemption of debt," defined as

"Amount of repayments for redemption of debt (e.g., partici-

pation certificates) where borrowing authority does not

revolve. Include repayments of debt issued under permanent

indefinite borrowing authority." The following year's Cir-

cular A-11 (May 25, 1978) added "* * * and withdrawals of

balances of previously obligated permanent indc.inite

authority to borrow when other budgetary resources are sub-

stituted" to the definition of redemption amounts. The

definition was not changed in the 1979 Circular A-11.

9



Because the new procedure, when implemented, will pre-
vent the buildup of unused authority (as repayments are made)
available to cover new borrowings, more frequent recordings
of borrowing authority wilJ be required. 1/ While this can
slow any growth of a gap between borrowing authority record-
ings and total borrowings in programs with indefinite author-
izations, it will not eliminate that growth, because the basic
netting procedure for recording borrowing authority will
remain.

OMB officials state that the new policy was adopted as
a result of their recent analysis of the budget treatment
of revolving funds--an analysis prompted, they state, by a
GAO report on revolving fund budget matters. 2/ They also
state that the main reason they adopted the nonrollover pFlicy
was their desire to reduce large amounts of unobligated bal-
ances in the budget accounts. 3/

l/Concerning programs with indefinite authorizations, the
netting, rollover procedure that was in effect through the
fiscal vyear 1978 budget, and still in effect in some cases
(see discussion on p. 11), entailed additional recordings
of borrowing authority when the year-end sum of (1) cumula-
tive net borrowings (i.e., the year-end balance of out-
standing borrowings) plus (2) unpaid obligations not covered
by cash balances exceeded the total of previously recorded
borrowing authority,. According to OMB officials, the new
policy designed to curtail rollover requires recordings
in a given year to match the year's obligations for which
other budgetary resources (collections, etc.) are not avail-
able or applied. See p. 40, appendix II, for an illustra-
tion of rollover and further discussion. An exception to
the basic netting procedure for recording borrowing author-
ity in programs with indefinite authorizations was seen,
until changes in the budget for 1981, in programs in HUD's
Special Assistance Functions Fund. See appendix III.

2/See "Revolving Funds: Full Disclosure Needed for Better
Congressional Control," U.S. General Accounting Office,
PAD-77-25, August 30, 1979.

3/Following Federal Government obligations and outlays "short-
falls" in the latter part of the 1970s and the buildup in
unobligated balances of budget authority, several congres-
sional members expressed concern over the magnitude of un-
obligated balances. This led to GAO studies of the subject.
See "Analysis of Department of Defense Unobligated Budget
Authority," U.S. General Accounting Office, PAD-78-34, Jan.
13, 1978, and "An Overview of Unobligated Balance in Civil
Agencies," U.S. General Accounting Office, PAD-78-48, April
1978.
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The new OMB policy does not apply to programs operating
under a statutory dollar limit on outstanding borrowings. 1/
In their comments on this report, however, OMB officials
stated their interest in possibly applying non-netting and
nonrollover procedures to such programs (see p. 91).

New OMB nonrollover policy
not fully implemented

We have not been able to determine the extent to which
the new OMB nonrollover policy has been implemented through-
out the Government. Authority for programs has permanently
lapsed in one case study account, the Department of Agricul-
ture's Rural Electrification and Telephone Revolving Fund, 2/
but the policy had not been implemented by the time of the
1980 budget for programs in the three other case study ac-
counts subject to the new policy (see following paragraphs for
corrections made in the 1981 budget):

-- the Eximbank (borrowings from non-Treasury sources).

0:.:X--t: -e{epr-trment of:Housing and TUrban Devel-opmeRnts: :
Special Assistance Functions Fund (nonemergency pro-
grams).

-- the Department of Agriculture's Rural Housing
Insurance Fund (borrowings from non-Treasury
sources).

In these three cases, there were repayments, or related
activity, 3/ that should have (according to OMB policy) re-
sulted in permanent lapses of borrowing authority in the bud-
gets for fiscal year 1979 and 1980, yet no permanent lapses

1/OMB officials state that they did not apply the new lapsing
procedure to these accounts because their study of the
legislative and legal backgrounds of the accounts led them
to conclude that in such accounts, borrowing authority
amounts become part of each account's corpus. This is not
the case, they further state, in accounts with no dollar
limits on borrowings, wherein borrowings are i, the nature
of temporary, emergency sources of funding.

2/About $1 mnillion in fiscal year 1977, $224 thiousand in fis-
cal year 1978 and $135 thousand in fiscal year 1979. See
appendix II, for a discussion of this fund.

3/Recaptured mortgage purchase authority in the case of the
Special Assistance Functions Fund. See appendix III for
more details.
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related to these repayments were made. In the Eximbank case,
for example, these repayments totaled about $4.4 billion.

Furthermore, we identified one relevant noncase study
program in which rollover still occurred. 1/ We also noted
that the OMB Examiners' Handbook has not been revised to re-
flect the new nonrollover policy. 2/

Prior to issuance of the President's budget for fiscal
year 1981 (in January 1980), we pointed out to OMB officials
the continued rollover in some of the case study accounts
and the one noncase study account. In meetings with us,
officials of OMB acknowledged that the new policy had not
been fully implemented, and that the nonimplementation ac-
counts were "in transition." They further stated that they
planned to correct any cases of nonimplementation. OMB offi-
cials made similar statements in their written comments on
the draft of this report (see p. 97).

Our review of the subsequently issued budget for fiscal
year 1981 shows that there is still a need for corrective
st-eps in two of -the--four oncompliance .cconts. .- Th-is d-i-s-
cussed further in appendix II (see p. 40) and appendix VI
(see p. 97).

Netting in the case study accounts

The entries in table 2 pertaining to programs in four
case study netting accounts--all are "public enterprise
revolving funds" 3/--illustrate key effects of the netting
procedure. In three of the case study accounts listed in
table 2, gross borrowings (cumulative for all years) had
exceeded recorded borrowing authority (cumulative for all
years) by September 30, 1979 (column "4"). The excess of
gross borrowings over recorded authority ranged from about
$2 billion, for the programs in the Department of Agricul-
ture's (USDA) Rural Housing Insurance Fund, to about $26
billion, for Eximbank's Treasury borrowings.

1/The Department of Defense's "Homeowners Assistance Fund,
Defense" (budget account 97-4090).

2/See appendix II, p. 39, and appendix III, p. 59.

3/These are accounts authorized by the Congress to be cred-
ited with receipts, primarily from the public, that are
generated by, and earmarked to finance, a continuing cycle
of business-type operations.
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The Rural Electrification and Telephone Revolving Fund
account is relatively new--begun in fiscal year 1973, and
it will require a longer period of borrowing activity before
total borrowings exceed recorded borrowing authority. 1/ It
is just a matter of time under the current procedure and
trends before this happens.

It is also seen that there were repayments that rolled
over borrowing authority in all four netting accounts (column
"3" amounts). The most notable case was rollover of Exim-
bank's authority to borrow from Treasury, where restoring
repayments of about $31 billion permitted several cycles of
borrowings under the recorded borrowing authority of nearly
$6 Dillior. 2/

The rollover of Eximbank's authority made it possible
for the Bank to legally borrow extensively long after borrow-
ing authority was last recorded for the Bank, which was for
fiscal year 1958. In the fiscal year 1959-79 period, the
Bank borrowed over $20 billion.

Of the case study netting accounts., only Eximbank bor-
r ;roTings from TTreasury, sfubject to a statutory limit on out-
standing borrowings, are exempt from OMB's new policy aimed
at restricting rollover. The other borrowings occur under
indefinite authority. There, although rollover is supposed
to cease, netting will continue, permitting gross borrowings
to exceed recorded borrowing authority.

Netting occurs in several programs

Several programs have received funds borrowed from
Treasury and non-Treasury sources under the netting procedure.
As seen in table 3, programs in 19 active accounts in fiscal
year 1979, according to Treasury records, followed this

l/The fund is "off-budget," and its recordings, while dis-
played in the "off-budget" section of OMB budget material,
are not included in the regular budget totals.

2/The Eximbank's borrowing authority for Treasury borrowings
was increased incrementally over fiscal years 1946-58,
with periodic statutory increases in the amount of borrow-
ings which could be outstanding at any time. Cumulative
borrowing authority did not reach $5.7 billion until 1958.
See appendix II.
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Table 2

Summary Amounts from Four Case Studies of Netting
Cumulative Amounts as of Septembet 30, 1979,

Since Beginning of Each Account

(300 omitted)

Gross
Gtoss bOllOwir5s

repayments In excess of
Recorded that tecordel
borrowing Gross rolled over borrowing

au.thority briowings authority uorit

Export-lmpott BanK
of the United States:

Borrowings from
Treasury $5.7 $31.2 $31.2 $25.5

Borrowings from non-
Tr easuly soures e $ _a- 3-3.2 a239 14 

HJD's Special Assistance
Functions Fund--non-
emeigency b/ (borrow-
ings from Treasury) 8.4 c/ 14.4 10.2 6.0

USDA's Rural Electrification
and Telephone Revolving
Fund iborrowings fiom
Treasury) 3.7 d/ 1.7 v.5 / 

'SDA's Rural Housing
itsurancp Fund
iborrowings from
treasuty) 3.4 a/ 5.2 f/ 4.2 f'/ 1.8

(1) (2) {3) (4)

a/..o JnuseJ authority, fiscal years 1977-79, lapsed in accordancn with OBM's new per-
manent lapsing procedure ("r.domption of debt").

D ut rng the period covered by the case study, the account also financeJ an emetgency
priogam subsequently (fiscdi year 1979) financed through a separate account.

ci/Amount is full amount not adJusted downward in this table for per.anent lapsing
("ledemption of debt") Dy the end of fiscal ypal 1979 of about $2.5 Dillion.

d-Amount is full amount not adjusted downward in this table for permanent lapsings

-"redemption of debt") of unused authriity for fiscal years 1977-79 totaling about
$1.5 million.

e/Cumulative total of repayments through the "transition quater" ("T.Q.") ending
September 30, 1976. Excludes about 51 billion in repayments since tnen under non-

rollover procedures.

f/Includes $1.7 billion in Dottowings and repayments made simultaneously on the first
day of tne fiscal year on priuor year notpe due (debt was "lolle5 forward*).
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procedure in their borrowings from Treasury. 1/ Five of
these accounts (identified by asterisks in table 3), plus an
additional three accounts, 2t ave -been using the netting
procedure in their borrowings from non-Treasury sources.

The borrowings outstanding in the 19 accounts represent
possible future rollover, except for the outstanding amounts
in indefinitely authorized accounts where OMBrs new nonroll-
over policy is implemented. The accounts have about
$96 billion outstanding in borrowings from Treasury of which
about.S64 billion is owed to Treasury by the offbudget Federal
Financing Bank.

OMB's explanation of netting

Officials of OMB state that it is probably more meaning-
ful to calculate borrowing authority on a basis that expresses
the net impact on a lending source (e.g., Treasury) rather
than the gross usaj_ of the lending source. 3/

Also, OMB officials state that the netting procedure
is--eonsist ent with the statutory provisions;;-that--authorize --
the relevant borrowings. In the case of programs with no
dollar limits on borrowings (program #1 in table i, page 8),
there is no statutory provision requiring a different method
of calculating borrowing authority. In programs with dollar
limits on outstanding borrowings (program #2), the Congress
has chosen to control a net level of activity, which in turn,
suggests that borrowing authority should also be calculated
on a net basis. We shall address these OMB positions in the
next chapter.

]/There may be other accounts not listed in table 3 which
could be following the netting procedure, but which were
not identified in our study because they had made no
identifying repayments by the end of fiscal year 1979.
See the "Note" footnote in table 3 for statement of the
criterion used in identifying the accounts. See also
footnote "d" in table 3 concerning an account whose repay-
ments ate netted in Treasury's records, but not in OMB's
records.

2/DOD's Family Housing Mortgages and Home Owners Assistance
Mortgages accounts, and the Postal Service.

3/We have previously stated our disagreement with reporting
outlays of revolving funds on a net basis. See "Revolving
Funds: Full Disclosure Needed for Better Congressional
Control," U.S. General Accounting Office, PAD-77-25, August
30, 1977.
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THE "GROSS" BASIS--BCRROWIRGS ARE
MATCHED BY BORROWING AUTHORITY

Some programs' borrowing authority amounts express au-
thorized gross borrowings. In these cases, unlike the pro-
grams following the netting procedure, total borrowings do
not exceed recorded borrowing authority.

It is general budgetary policy to record borrowing
authority as the authorized gross borrowings for accounts
operating under legislation that explicitly stipulates a
dollar limit on cumulative borrowings. Such a statutory
limit applied to programs in four of the five case study
accounts involving the gross basis (identified in table 4).
In these four cases, the limit was expressed as a statutory
authorization for "aggregate" borrowings of a certain amount.
An example of such ai. authorization is seen in the following
statutory language pertaining to the programs in the Depart-
ment of Agriculture's Rural Electrification Loans account
(17 U.S.C. 903): 1/

"* * * the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby au-
thorized and directed to make loans to the Adminis-
trator [of REA], * * * in such amounts in the
aggregate for each fiscal year * * * as the Congress
may from time to time determine to be necessary * * *."
[Emphasis added]

The specific amounts authorized appeared in annual
Department of Agriculture--Related Agencies Appropriation
Acts.

The fifth case study account with gross-based Lorrowing
authority, the Department of Housing and Urban Development's
Special Assistance Functions Fund, emergency program part
(also see table 4), did not operate under a specific statu-
tory limit on cumulative borrowings, but was managed as if it
did because of an OMB policy decision and, later-, certain
other statutory restrictions. This is discussed further in
appendix III (see p. 65).

The Office of Management and Budget's policy for calcu-
lating borrowing authority in such cases, i.e., where there
is a statutory dollar limit on cumulative borrowings--is to
record borrowing authority amounts which match the statutory
dollar limits. For example, when the Small Business Admin-
istration's Business Loan and Investment Fund at one time

1/The account last appeared as a budget document account in
the budget for fiscal year 1979.
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was authorized by an appropriation act to engage in participa-
tion sales borrowings "* * * in an aggregate principal amount
of not to exceed $150,000,000 * * *," the fund was credited
with borrowing authority of $150 million (see appendix IV).

Under such a procedure, recorded borrowing authority
will equal or exceed total borrowings. This may be seen in
the entries in table 4 (p. 19). Also, four of the five ac-
counts in table 4 are public enterprise revolving funds; the
single exception is the Department of Agriculture's Rural
Electrification Loans account--a "general fund" account. 1/

OMB explanation of gross-based
borrowing authority

Officials of OMB state that the principal factor which
determines whether a program's borrowing authority is calcu-
lated on a net or gross basis is the presence or absence in
the controlling legislation (authorizing and/or appropriation
acts) of a stated dollar limit on cumulative borrowings. If
a cumulative limit exists, usually stated as a limit on
"aggregate" borrowings, OMB must use the gross-based method
to express the limit.

In our opinion. the procedure of calculating borrowing
authority to express authorized net borrowings in some cases,
and authorized gross borrowings in other cases, interjects
an element of inconsistency into the budget's totals and im-
pairs congressional budgetary review and control. It is
noted, however, that the procedure in a given case probably
reflects congressional intent. This procedure is discussed
in chapter 3.

I/Essentially, a general fund account is financed by congres-
sional appropriations of Treasury receipts not previously
earmarked for a specific purpose.
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CHAPTER 3

IMPLICATIONS FOR CONGRESSIONAL CONTROL

We have stated in prior opinions and reports that

because of the importance given to the budget authority con-

cept (including borrowing authority) by the 1974 Congressional

Budget Act, and because of the concept's prominent use in the

President's budget, it is important to maintain and, as

needed, improve the usefulness of budget authority as an ex-

pression of the obligational authority made available by law

to a Federal agency. The Congress' annual actions in setting

budget priorities, establishing funding levels for individual

programs, and controlling overall budget totals act upon

budget authority (and outlay) amounts. Therefore, incorrect

or misleading computations of budget authority can only les-

sen the effectiveness of congressional budgetary actions. 1/

We accordingly have made recommendations from time to

time for changes in existing procedures for calculating budget

authority--in cases where we determined that the procedures

being followed did not fully express the obligational author-

ity made available under law, or otherwise lessened the

meaningfulness of the budget authority concept. We have con-

sistently maintained that budget authority is a broad concept,

designed to express fully the maximum potential obligations

that may be incurred under the obligational a~uhority made

available. 2/

We have also stated on several occasions that congres-

sional control over budget authority amounts is best assured

when the Congress provides budget authority through periodic

1/The Rural Electrification and Telephone Revolving Fund

covered herein--a netting account--has been placed "off-

budget" by statutory action, and its budget authority

amounts are not included in the regular budget totals.

2/See, for example, "Budget Authority for Foreign Military

Sales is Substantially Understated," U.S. General Account-

ing Office, PAD-78-72, July 27, 1978, especially p. 5. See

also the following opinions: B-171630, August 14, 1975,

concerning budget authority for HUD's contracts with local

housing bodies to provide annual contributions for assisted

housing; B-159687, March 16, 1976, concerning the budget

implications of proposed energy legislation; and B-114828,

January 31, 1977, pertaining to budget authority for HUD's

discretionary emergency mortgage purchase assistance pro-

gram.
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appropriation actions, rather than through the "backdoor"
of legislation other than appropriations. 1/

Related to these matters, we addressed in our study the
following principal questions:

-- Does the netting procedure for calculating borrowing
authority hamper congressional budgetary control by
resulting in amounts that do not fully express the
obligational authority made available through borrow-
ing authority?

-- Does the use of two methods for calculating borrowing
authority (the netting and gross methods) impair con-
gressional control over budget amounts by interjecting
an element of inconsistency into the Federal budget?

--Are steps needed to subject borrowing authority ac-
tions to the appropriations process?

These questions are discussed in the following pages.

NETTING DOES NOT FULLY DISCLOSE NEW
OBLIGATIONAL AUTHORITY BASED ON BORROWING

The netting procedure results in borrowing authority
entries in the budget which express, essentially, a net amount
of new funding made available to an account (gross borrowings
less gross repayments), rather than the gross amount. Such
net expressions of new funding do not fully disclose the
amount of obligational authority made available through bor-
rowing authority, thereby hampering congressional control
over budget amounts.

Netting lessens
congressional budgetary control

A principal budgetary and appropriation aim of the
Congress is to control the amount of obligational authority
made available each year to executive agencies. It does this

1/The need for periodic appropriations actions on budget
authority is discussed in the following GAO reports and
opinions: B-107449, Oct. 10, 1973; B-178726, Sept. 16,
1976; "Budget Authority for Foreign Military Sales is Sub-
stantially Understated," PAD-78-72, July 27, 1978, p. 10;
and "No-Year Appropriations in the Department of Agricul-
ture," PAD-78-74, Sept. 19, 1978, p. 11.
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mainly by setting overall and "functional" 1/ new funding
amounts in the First and Second Concurrent Resolutions on the
Budget, and in appropriations actions on individual programs.

We believe that under curent procedures the Congress
can most effectively carry oiUt its responsibilities if it
has full and accurate information on the obligational author-
ity it provides through authorizations for borrowings. With-
out such information, the Congress might consider budgetary
requests and enact authorizations that imperfectly express
the full amount of approved obligational authority. This
could happen in cases where the borrowing authority amounts
being considered and acted upon are based on authorized net
borrowings.

Each borrowing represents new obligational authority

In our opinion, each borrowing during a year represents
new authority for entering into obligations, regardless of
whatever repayments are made that year. Repayments in a
given year, whether on current or past year borrowings,
should not be used to obscure the obligational authority
made available by the borrowings. Each borrowing is a dis-
crete transaction which directly or indirectly adds obliga-
tional authority and potential for expanded activities, 2/
and a repayment in the same year does not lessen the new
authority represented by the borrowing. The repayment does
not cancel obligations which were made possible by the new
borrowing.

Let us assume a budget scenario starting with a borrow-
ing of $250 million, to support $250 million in loan obliga-
tions and disbursements. This is followed in the same year
by a $250 million repayment of the borrowing, using funds
realized through a "sale of assets."

The $250 million in borrowings supported $250 million
in obligations and related disbursements. Consequently, we
believe that the correct amount of borrowing authority for

1/Totals are set for "functions" which cut across agency
lines, e.g., General Science, Space, and Technology; Nat-
ural Resources and Environment; Community and Regional
Development; Interest; etc.

2/Subject to any statutory limitation on program obligations.
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such borrowing activity, expressing fully the authority
(based on borrowings) for entering obligations, would be $250
million. However, under the netting procedure, there would
be no recording of borrowing authority for this borrowing
activity. 1,/ In such a case as this, the netting procedure
obscures the amount of obligational authority made available
by borrowings.

Gross borrowings are closer
to cumulative obligations

Table 5 shows that gross borrowings have a closer
relationship to cumulative obligations than do net borrowings
in the case study accounts usinq the netting procedure--
especially in the two accounts that rely the most on borrow-
ings (the first two listed). 2/

In summary, borrowing authority calculated to reflect
gross borrowings, rather than net borrowings, would provide
fuller disclosure of the obligational authority made avail-
able. This more complete disclosure would enhance congres-
sional control over budget amounts. Congressional controls
on gross-based borrowing authority would be more controlling
on the level of obligational authority made available through
borrowing authority than controls on net-based borrowing
authority.

NETTING LESSENS
BUDGETARY CONSISTENCY

The 1967 President's Commission on Budget Concepts
stated that budget concepts and definitions "* * * should
have basic consistency * * * *." 3/ We concur with this

1/In the hypothetical netting example, Certificates of
Beneficial Ownership (CBO) sale receipts are in effect
substituted, after the fact, for the borrowing authority
as the obligational authority for the $250 million in
loan obligations.

2/Obligations can exceed gross borrowings in these accounts
because of the availability of other funds to cover obli-
gations ("sale of assets," etc.) and/or lags in the timing
between obligations and borrowings.

3/Report of the President's Commission on Budqet Concepts,
1967, p. 10.
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Table 5

Gross and Net Borrowings, and Direct
Obligations, as of September 30, 1979

Gross Net Direct
borrowings borrowings obligations
(cumui ative (cumulative (cumulative
all years) all years) all years)

------------(in billions)------------

Export-Import Bank
(Treasury and non-
Treasury) a/ $49.8 $5.2 $49.4

HUD's Special Assist-
ance--nonemeigency
(Treasury and non-
Treasury) 15.0 4.2 16.0 b/

USDA's Rural Electri-
fication and Tele-
phone Revolving
Fund (Treasury) 2.7 1.3 7.0

USDA's Rural HOusing
Insurance Fund
(Treasury and non-
Treasury) 5.5 1.l 41.5

a/Amounts are only fiscal year 1960-on.

b/Purchases.

principle and note that the netting procedure lessens con-
sistency in two ways, thereby complicating the budgetary
process and impairing congressional budget control:

-- netting deviates from the procedure (gross) used for
programs funded through appropriations; and

-- netting is used for only some--not all-- programs
funded with borrowings.
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Inconsistency lessens
congressional budget control

Divergent budgetary treatment among programs lessens
the meaning of the budget authority concept, lessens compar-
ability among the Congressional Budget Office's "scorekeeping"
amounts and totals, 1/ and complicates the Congress' efforts
to exercise budgetary control. Setting priorities among pro-
grams and achieving the intended results is difficult if the
programs' funding levels are computed under different rules.
For the best congressional control, "budget authority,"
whether in tihe form of appropriations, borrowing authority,
or contract authority, should have basic consistency in
meaning and application.

Appro riations accounts use
gross-based budget authority

A good comparison may be made with certain programs
funded by appropriations wherein, in a given fiscal year,
there can be a two-way flow of funds--into and out of the
programs' accounts--similar to the two-way flow of funds
represented by borrowings and repayments. In programs funded
by "multiple-year" 2/ appropriations, there normally is a
new appropriation for each year and also the availability,
in that year, of unused appropriation amounts from prior
years. At the end of the year some old unused appropriation
amounts may lapse. In such a case, where new funding is
created by an appropriation, and, in the same year, old
funding (from an earlier appropriation) is allowed to lapse,
the OMB practice is to record the program's new funding
(appropriations) on a Aross basis, i.e., the full amount of
th3 new appropriation, unadjusted by any lapses. This proce-
dure fully reflects the obligational authority made available.

The OMB practice of adjusting downward the appropriation
in such a program by the amount of any "recission" 3/ is not

1/The Congresional Budget Office, under authority of the
1974 Congressional Budget Act, Title II (2 U.S.C. 601),
periodically reports to the Congress on the latest budget
amounts reflecting congressional and executive actions.
These are "scorekeeping" reports.

2/The appropriation remains available for a specified period
of time in excess of 1 fiscal year.

3/A recission is legislation action which cancels budget
authority previously provided by the Congress prior to the
time when the authority would otherwise lapse.
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a departure from the grossing approach. A recission-adjust-
ed appropriation amount still fully reflects the amount of
additional obligations which may be incurred as a result of
new funds made available.

In short, the netting procedure used for some programs
with borrowings deviates from the gross-based procedure used
for appropriation-funded programs. We believe that this
divergent treatment conflicts with good budgetary procedure.

Some borrowing accounts use
gross-based borrowing authority

We have already ncced that there are several instances
of borrowing activity involving gross-based borrowing author-
ity. It is confusing that "borrowing authority" entries vary
so widely in meaning across programs, with some representing
gross levels of borrowing and others signifying net levels.

The Export-Import Bank, operating under the n-tting
procedure, last recorded borrowing authority for Treasury
borrowings in fiscal year 1958, which brought cumulative
recordings to almost $6 billion. Although no borrowing
authority has been recorded since 1958, the Bank has borrowed
over $20 billion (gross) since then (as of September 30,
1979). However, the budget treatment of programs in the De-
partment of Agriculture's Rural Electrification Lo.ns account
was handled very differently. The borrowing authority and
total borrowings never exceeded total authority. Such diver-
gent budgetary treatment among programs engaged in borrowings
lessens the meaning of the borrowing authority concept, and
complicates the Congress' efforts to exercise budgetary con-
trol.

NET-BASED BORROWING AUTHORITY OFTEN
ENTAILS "BACKDOOR" SPENDING

One objective of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974
was to improve congressional control over budget amounts by
restricting the use of 'oackdoor" spending, i.e., the execu-
tive's use of budget authority not provided through the
appropriation process. Section 401(a) of the act states the
following:

"It shall not be in order in either the House of
Representatives or the Senate to consider any bill
or resolution which provides new spending authority
* * * (or any amendment which provides such new
spending authority), unless that bill, resolution,
or amendment also provides that such new spending
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authority is to be effective for any fiscal year

only to such extent or in such amounts as are

provided in appropriation Acts."

This provision only parti-ly closed the door on back-

door spending, inasmuch as it did not rechannel into the

appropriations process the programs that were already using

existing backdoor authority. The netting case study pro-

grams in this review have registered borrowing authority on

the basis of pre-1974 act legislative authorizations; and,

except for the very recent case of HUD's Special Assistance

Functions Fund, no borrowing authority has been provided in

an appropriation act. 1/

We concur with the 1974 act's objective of restricting

backdoor spending. Indeed, we have consistently held, both

before and after passage of the 1974 act, that the public

interest is best served when congressional control over

Federal activities is exercised through periodi- reviews and

affirmative action in the appropriations process. Our report

accordingly contains a recommendation related to this matter

(see p. 36).

DISCUSSION OF OMB REASONS FOR USING

THE NETTING PROCEDURE

As noted before, OMB's basic reasons for using the net-

ting procedure were that the procedure

-- results in more meaningful borrowing authority

recordings, i.e., recordings that express the net

impact on a lending source rather than the gross

usage of the source; and

-- is consistent with the relevant statutory borrowing

provisions.

Our analysis of OMB's reasons follows.

Net impact information does not fully

express new obligational authority

We acknowledge that information concerning the net

impact on the Treasury of borrowing activities is useful in-

information. It is appropriate that such information be

provided in the budget schedules for each borrowing account.

l/Borrowing authority of $500 million was provided in the

Department of Housing and Urban Development--Independent

Agencies Appropria+iLns Act, 1979.
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We do not believe, however, that such net impact informa-

tion fully expresses the obligational authority made available

for a given year. A "borrowing authority" amount should fully

express obligational authority, and not simply the net impact

on a lending source of borrowing authority. Borrowing author-

ity calculated on the basis of gross borrowings would more

accurately express obligational authority (at least obliga-

tional authority that is derived from authorized borrowings).

The reporting of budget informaticn primarily on a net

basis for public enterprise revolving funds results in incom-

plete and sometimes misleading information. Gross amounts

are better measures of program and budget activities, and

should supplement net measures to provide for full dis-

closure. We addressed this matter in our recent report 1/

in which we stated the following:

"* * * Accounting for public enterprise revolving

funds in the Federal budget on a net outlay basis,

whereby the accounts receipts are offset against

gross outlays with only the difference being in-

cluded in the budget figures, is misleading. It

understates the true magnitude of Government

activities as well as the impact of individual

revolving fund programs. The Federal budget should

disclose the magnitude of Federal activity in such

a way as to provide a basis for estimating the im-

pact of Government activity on the economy as a

whole."

The logic of this analysis is equally applicable to calcula-

tions of borrowing authority. The net basis does not disclose

the full magnitude of the obligational authority acquired

through borrowing authority.

Also. the receipts of a public enterprise revolving fund

do not normally revert to the general fund of Treasury, but,

by statutory authorization, become part of the fund's "corpus"

along with the initial capitalization and other funds, to be

used and reused (the revolving practice) in the fund's cycles

of operations. It appears that the logic of this revolving

1/"Revolving Funds: Full Disclosure Needed for Better Con-

gressional Control," U.S. General Accounting Office,

PAD-77-25, August 30, 3977, p. 88.
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concept has been extended to some recordings of borrowing

authority, i.e., where netting with the added rollover fea-

ture occurs. Under the netting, rollover approacn, the

Office of Management and Budget treats a borrowing authority

recordings as if it automatically becomes a part of the fund's

corpus, to be used and reused indefinitely for several cycles

of borrowings and repayments.

We do not think it is sound budget policy to treat

recordings of borrowing authority as permanent additions to

a fund's corpus. Borrowirg authority recordings represent

levels of authorized borrowings. Borrowings, in turn, must

be repaid; they are not permanent additions to the corpus.

Netting is consistent with
statutory borrowing provisions

We agree that the netting procedure is consistent with

the statutory provisions that authorize the borrowings. We

do not suggest in any way that the procedure is illegal.

Furthermore, the procedure probably reflects congressional
intent, particularly in those programs operated under statu-

tory authorizations that control the level of "outstanding"

(i.e., net) borrowings.

GROSS-BASED BORROWING AUTHORITY,
THOUGH AN IMPROVEMENT, MIGHT NOT FULLY

EXPRESS OBLIGATIONAL AUTHORITY

During the work for this report we concluded that while

gross-based borrowing authority recordings would express more

completely the full amount of obligational authority provided

through borrowing authority, there can be cases in public

enterprise revolving fund programs (such as those covered

here) when gross borrowing authority recordings, plus any

other budget authority recordings (appropriations, etc.), may

not fully express the obligational authority made available.

In these cases, budget authority recordings (including

borrowing authority) often represent only a portion of each

program's annual resources for entering obligations. Total

resources also include the receipts made available through

the cycle of program operations and assorted financing

mechanisms (sale of assets, etc.)

For example, in three of this report's netting case

study accounts--the Eximbank, the Rural Housing Insurance

Fund, and the Rural Electrification and Telephone Revolving

Fund--program operations include direct loans to persons and

organizations whose repayments to the agencies constitute

receipts that are available, within certain legislated limi-
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tations (discussed further on page 32), making additional
loans (obligations). The full new obligational authority
in these cases, though not now treated as budget authority
in executive and congressional budgetary systems, is the
total amount of resources made available by law for entering
obligations during the year, including the loan repayment
receipts and other budgetary resources.

Rural Housing Insurance Fund illustration

Activities of the, ural Housing Insurance Fund's (RHIF)
programs in fiscal year 1979 illustrate the point that unfer
current practice recorded budget authority amounts In public
enterprise revolving fund programs may represent only a part
of the programs' new obligational authority. In that year,
using the netting procedure, agency offici3ls recorded about
$455 million in borrowing authority for RHIF programs; how-
ever, direct obligations totaled much more--about $7 billion.
This higher level of obligations w- supported not only by
borrowing authority, but also by aJ ;;n $1 billion in loan
repayment receipts, $3.9 billion in receipts from sales of
certificates of beneficial ownership, about $335 mirllion in
appropriations, and the balance in rsceipts of other kinds.

The RHIF's budget authority recordings in fiscal year
1979--a bor-rowing authority amount of approximacely $455
million, and appropriation amounts totaling about $335
million--taken separately or together, did not fully express
the new authority for entering obligations that was made
available by law to RHIF programs in fiscal year 1979. A
better expression of the RHIF programs' obligational authority
in that year would have recognized the fact that total new
authority encompassed all of the financial resources available
that year under law for entering obligations, incl,_ing the
repayments by rural borrowers, etc.

Even if borrowing authority for RHIF programs had been
gross-based instead of net-based over the period of RHI"
operations, the gross borrowing authority recordings, whic!
could have reached approximately $13 billion urder prevailing
borrowing patL",ns, 1/ plus appropriations amoults totaling
about $1 billion--$14 billion tr.otal recorded budget author-
ity 2/--would liave incomplete.; expressed the full authority

I/Total of gross borrowings plus year-end uncovered obliga-
tions that required borrowing authority recordings.

2/The total might have been greater if all RH1. sales of
certificates of beneficial ownership, etc., had been treated
as borr wings requiring borrowing authority, rather than
as "sales of assets."
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for entering obligations over that period. It is recalled
(see table 5) that total RHIF direct obligations were about
$42 billion.

Legislated program level limitations in the
case study netting, rollover programs

The fact that direct obligations have exceeded recorded
budget authority amounts in all of the programs (see table 6)
does not mean that the administrators of these programs have
been unchecked by congressional budgetary controls. It is
noted that in the three accounts with direct loan programs--
the Eximbank, the Rural Electrification and the Telephone
Revolving Fund, and Rural Housing Insurance Fund--there have
,been annual appropriation act loan level (i.e., loans to
beneficiaries outside the Government) limitations that con-
trol loan obligations each year. For example, the relevant
language affecting Eximbank in fiscal year 1979 was the
following (Foreign Assistance and Related Programs Appropria-
tions Act, 1979):

"Not to exceed $5,347,345,000 (of which not to ex-
ceed $3,750,00,000 shall be for direct loans) shall
be authorized during the current fiscal year for
other than administrative expenses."

These annually set limitations have not been treated
as budget authc.ity amounts. The situation was somewhat
different with respect to HUD's Special Assistance Functions
Bund nonemergency programs, where, until issuance of the
budget for fiscal year 1981, the program level limitations
(set in amendments to the basic legislation until fiscal year
1979 when the limitation was changed in an appropriation act)
have been treated as budget authority amounts. This is dis-
cussed further in appendix 1II.

The President announced that in the 1981 budget a compre-
hensive system of proposed credit program controls, similar
to the limitations seen in these case study programs, would
entail program level limitations on Federal loan and loan
guarantee activities.

CONCLUSIONS

Netting lessens congressional budget control
by understating obligational authority

We conclude that netting results in, for congressional
consideration and action, proposed borrowing authority amounts
that understate the planned obligational authority based on
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Table 6

Budget Authority Recordings and Direct Obligations in
the Nettin9 Case Study Accounts z as of

September 30, 1979

Recorded Budget Authority
(cumulative all years)

Direct
obligations

Borrowing (cumulative
authority a/ _ppropriations all years)

------------ (in billions)-

Export-Import Bank $14.0 None $49.4 b/

HUD's Special
Assistance
nonemergency 9.0 0.1 16.0 c/

USDA's Rural
Electrification
and Telephone
Revolving Fund 3.7 None 7.0

U£DA's Rural Housing
Insurance Fund 3.7 1.4 41.5

a/For all borrowing whether from Treasury or non-Treasury
sources.

b/For fiscal years from 1960 on.

c/Pu chases.

borrowing authority. Gross-based borrowing authority more

accurately and fully expresses authority, at least thdt de-
rived from borrowing authority. If borrowing amounts are

not gross-based, congressional controls on such amounts (net-

based) will imperfectly control the obligational authority

made available through borrowing authority. This runs coun-

ter to one of the basic objectives of the 1974 Congressional
Budget Act, i.e., to enhance congressional control over the
budget amounts.
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Netting impairs congressional budget control by

interjecting inconsistency into budget amounts

Also, the use of netting interjects an element of incon-

sistency into OMB's and the Congressional Budget Office's

recordings and totals of proposed new funding levels ("budget

authority"). Netting complicates the budgetary process when

some new funding amounts in the President's budget and CBO's

scorekeeping reports are gross-based (appropriations and some

borrowing authority), and others are net-based. This incon-

sistency hampers the Congress' understanding of budget a-

mounts, and confounds congressional efforts to compare funding

levels and set priorities among programs and budget functions.

lNetting entails "backdoor" spending

In several instances of net-based borrowing authority,

the borrowing authority amounts are registered on the basis

of legislative authorizations, with no appropriation action

required. 1/ This constitutes "backdoor" spending and runs

counter to a basic objective of the 1974 Congressional Budget

Act, i.e., to subject budget authority actions to the disci-

pline of the appropriations process.

Even grobs-based borrowina

authority, though an improvement, may

not fully reflect obligational authority

Conversion from net-based to gross-based borrowing au-

thority would result in budgetary amounts that more fully

express total obligational authority made available through

borrowing authority. However, such a change would satisfy

only partially the need to develop budget authority concepts

and recordings that more adequately express the obligational

authority made available to revolving fund programs, such as

the case study programs covered in this report. In our

opinion, budget authority recordings for such programs are

needed that more completely reflect the obligational authority

made available by law, including any authority derived from

program operations receipts and other revolving fund activi-

ties.

Several ways of overcoming these problems

We recognize that the undesirable results of current

budget authority practices for such programs are the conse-

quences of the interaction between the ways laws are written

1/There may be appropriation act program level limitations.
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providing budget authority and long-standing budget practices
and conventions. Correcting the problem would require chang-
ing either the laws, or the budget conventions, or both.
These corrections can be approached either (1) on a program-
by-program basis or (2) through action affecting all programs
simultaneously. Under either approach, the action can be
taken by (1) statutory or (2) administrative action.

Program-by-program review

In the course of its authorization and appropriations
action on revolving fund loan programs 1/ funded by borrow-
ing authority, the Congress should consider the reduced
opportunity for effective control and the inconsistency in
treatment that results from the current methods for record-
ing budget authority, including borrowing authority, for such
programs. Where the Congress considers it feasible to do so,
it should place specific limits on gross obligations, or at
least gross loan obligations 2/ that may be incurred, and
require that such limits be treated as the budget authority
amounts. For example, this action could include specifying
(preferably in appropriation acts) the volume of loans that
can be made in a particular period. These limits should be
set after considering the anticipated volume of repayments,
but fluctuations in repayments should not automatically pro-
duce fluctuations in the limits on authorized lending.

Because the inconsistencies and other problems identified
in this report stem, in part, from the way budget authority
is comF ted under budget conventions established by OMB, we
believe the problems could be eliminated also by administra-
tively changing those conventions--specifically the definition
of budget authority as it applies to revolving loan-type
programs. Such a change could be accomplished pursuant to
section 202(a)(1) of the Legislative Reorganization Act of
1970, as amended. A revised definition would be more

1/The budget treatment of HUD's Special Assistance Functions
Fund programs should be similar to that of direct loan
programs, i.e., limitations on SAF gross or program obliga-
tions should be treated as budget authority.

2/"Gross obligations" in a loan program would include all
obligations including interest expense paid to holders
of certificates of beneficial ownership, etc. "Gross
loan obligations" mioht be limited to the obligations
incurred in making the loans.
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consistent with the definition of budget authority in section

3(a)(2) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 than is the

present convention.

Across-the-board action

If, after a reasonable period, the Congress determines

that program-by-program review either is proceeding too slowly,
or is insufficiently responsive to the problem, it should

enact legislation requiring approval in appropriation acts
for the aross level of obligations, or gross loan obligations,

for any existing or newly-enacted revolving fund loan program

that is funded by borrowings, and treatment of such approved

levels as the relevant budget authority. Similarily, OMB

officials could at one time administratively change the

definition of budget authority for all such programs to make

budget authority correspond to authorized gross obligations

or gross loan obligations.

Each of the alternatives outlined above has advantages

and disadvantages. The principal objectives of action to be

taken, however, should be (1) to assure adequacy of congres-

sional controls; (2) to maintain consistency of presentation,

to assure that like programs are treated alike; and (3) to

disclose fully activities of the Government. A combination

of actions will be necessary to achieve these purposes.

RECOMMENDATION TO THE DIRECTOR, OMB

The Director of the Office of Management and Budget

should revise the way the definition of budget authority is

applied to revolving fund loan programs so that budget author-

ity for these programs is the amount of gross obligations,

or gross loan obligations, authorized to be made. We believe

the term "loan authority" may be appropriately used to

describe budget authority in this form when it applies to

gross loan obligations. We have not developed specific ter-

minology and definitions for this report. We would prefer

to do this, and address related technical matters, coopera-

tively, after some agreement has been reached on the optional

approach to be taken.

RECOMMENDATION TO THE CONGRESS

The Congress, in reviewing revolving fund loan programs,

should place specific limits on the gross obligations, or

gross loan obligations, authorized to be made, and require

that such limits be treated as the relevant budget authority
amounts. This could be done on a program-by-program or

across-the-board basis. We are prepared to work with the

Congress on related technical matters.
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AGENCY COMMENTS

We asked the case study agencies, Treasury, and OMB for

comments on a draft of the report. Written comments provided

and our responses are contained in appendixes VI, VII, and

VIII.
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

LISTING OF CASE STUDY PROGRAMS AND ACCOUNTS

FISCAL YEAR 1978 TITLES AND NUMBERS

NET BASIS CASE STUDIES:

-- The "Export-Import Bank of the United States" 
(budget

account 83-4027).

-- The Department of Housing and Urban Affairs 
(HUD)

"Special Assistance Functions Fund," nonemergency pro-

gram, borrowings from the Treasury (budget account

86-4205).

-- The Department of Agriculture's (USDA) "Rural Electri-

fication and Telephone Revolving Fund" loan authoriza-

ti.ois (off-budget account 12-4230).

-- USDA's "Rural Housing Insurance Fund," borrowings from

the Treasury (budget account 12-4141).

GROSS BASIS CASE STUDIES:

-- USDA's Rural Electrification "Loans" 
(budget account

12-3197).

-- The "St. Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation"

(budget account 69-4089).

-- The Small Business Administration's "Business 
Loan and

Investment Fund" (account 73-4154).

-- HUD's "Special Assistance Functions Fund," nonemer-

gency program borrowings from non-Treasury 
sources,

and emergency program borrowings from the Treasury

(budget c:.count 86-4205). 1/

-- USDA's "Rural Housing Insurance Fund," 
certain borrow-

ings from non-Treasury sources (budget account

12-4141).

1/The fiscal year 1979 budget proposed to fund the emergency

part in a new account to be entitled "Emergency 
Mortgage

Purchase Assistance" (budget account 86-4207). This was

approved in the Department of Housing and Urban Development--

Independent Agencies Appropriation Act, 1979.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL ON _.iE NETTING BASIS

FOR COMPUTING BORROWING AUTHORITY

NETTING FOR PROGRAMS WITH
"INDEFINITE" AUTHORIZATIONS

Until the preparation of the fiscal year 1979 budget,
the netting, rollover procedure was the OMB-prescribed
method for calculating and recording borrowing authority in
programs with "indefinite" 1/ borrowing authorizations. The
netting, rollover procedure was (and is 2/) partially set
forth in the following paragraphs from OMB's Examiners' Hand-
book, section 124, C (June 26, 1975):

"C. Budqet treatment.

Balances of undrawn authority to spend debt
receipts---that is, the portion authorized in excess
of amounts actually borrowed--are separately identi-
fied in th2 budget schedules. Borrowing increases
the fund balance of the account and decreases the
balance of undrawn authority to borrow. Repayment
of borrowing by a revolving fund has the opposite
effect if the amount remains available for rebor-
rowin * * *.

* * * * *

When the borrowing authority is indefinite,
budget authority is recorded by the agency at the
time obligations are incurred against such author-
ity. The amount of budget authority for the year
is based on net transactions for the year as a
whole. Budget authority will usually be reported
when the amount of borrowing outstanding plus
obligated balances against such borrowing author-
ity at the end of the year exceeds the amount pre-
viously recorded as budget authority."

The above may be paraphrased in the following manner.
Borrowing authority was to be recorded under netting, roll-
cver when the year-end sum of (1) cumulative net borrowings

1/The statutory borrowing authorization contains no dollar
limit on borrowings.

2/As of December 14, 1979, the relevant section from the
Examiner's Handbook has not been revised to reflect what
OMB officials describe as their new nonrollover policy.
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(i.e., outstanding borrowings) plus (2) unpaid obligations not
coveredby- cash reserves on hand 1/ exceeds the total of pre-
viously recorded borrowing authority. As a part of this basic
procedure, an agency's repayments of its borrowings were to
be treated in executive branch records as repayments that
roll over, or restore, 2/ previously recorded authority, mak-
ing that authority, in the amount of the repayments, avail-
able again for new borrowings.

Illustrationof netting, rollover
under indefinite authorizations

The entries (hypothetical amounts) in table 7 for year
#2 illustrate the recording of borrowing authority under
OMB's general netting, rollover procedure for programs with
indefinite authorizations. Gross borrowings (col. "1") and
rolling over repayments (col. "2") had the effect of bringing
cumulative net borrowings, i.e., the level of outstanding
borrowings, to $50 million (col. "3"). This amount plus
year-end uncovered obligations (col. "4") produced a "needed
authority" level of $55 million (col. "5"), which represented
a $25 million increase (col. "6") over the cumulative total
of previously recorded borrowing authority (col. "7" amount
for prior year). Accordingly, there was recorded $25 million
in additional borrowing authority (col. "7").

Partial implementation of OMB's
new nonrollover policy

OMB officials report that they initiated a new nonroll-
over policy during preparation of the fiscal year 1979 buaget,
pertaining only to programs with indefinite authorizations
(not programs with statutory limits on outstanding borrow-
ings). The new policy is stated in the following OMB Circular
A-11 (May 25, 1979) definition of "redemption of debt" entries
to be used by agencies in permar ently lapsing previously

l/Unpaid obligations are not covered by cash reserves when
the year-end total of unpaid obligations exceeds the total
of cash in the account, or the portion of total cash de-
signated as available for payment on the obligations.

2/The terra "restore" is used ii Treasury Department records.
In budget records, such repayments are technically treated
as repayments that increase "undrawn" or "unfinanced"
borrowing authority, i.e., the portion of recorded author-
ity in excess of actual borrowings.
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recorded borrowing authority that becomes "freed up" 
after

repayments or substitutions of other budgetary resources. 
1/

"Amount of repayments for redemption of debt

(e.g., participation certificates) where borrowing

authority does not resolve. Include repayments of

debt issued under permanent indefinite borrowing

authority and withdrawals of balances of previously

obligated permanent indefinite authority to borrow

when other budgetary resources are substituted."

[sec. 32.4]

We noted in chapter 2 that the new policy has not been

fully implelnented. In fact, it has not been fully imple-

mented in two of four case study programs subject to the new

policy. Problems of implementation are briefly discussed

in the immediately following case study material.

The new policy, when implemented in programs with indefi-

nite authorizations, will only modify the netting procedure

(by curtailing the rollover feature). The basic netting

procedure, under which total borrowings may exceed recorded

borrowing authority, will remain.

GAO case studies of netting

indefinite authorization

Our case studies included four accounts with programs

(mainly Federal credit-aid programs) having indefinite author-

izations. Three are discussed below. The fourth, HUD's

Special Assistance Functions Fund, is discussed in Appendix

III because of certain special features. The three netting

accounts covered below are the following:

-- The Department of Agriculture's (USDA) off-budget

account, "Rural Electrification and Telephone Revolving

Fund" borrowings from the Treasury (off-budget account

12-4230);

-- USDA's "Rural Housing Insurance Fund," borrowings

from the Treasury (budget account 12-4141); and

-- The Export-Import Bank of the United States ("Exim-

bank"), borrowings from non-Treasury sources (budget

account 83-4027).

1/Substitutions could occur when authority recorded in one

year to cover unpaid obligations does not result in actual

borrowings insubsequent years because of the substitution

of other resources (e.g., sale of assets) to pay on the

obligations.
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Table 7

Multi-Year Illustration of Netting, Rollover Basis for
Computing Borrowing Authority

Program with an Indefinite Authorization a/
(hypothetical amounts, 000 omitted)

Gross
Gross rolling over Net repayments (-) Uncovered

borrowings repayments or borzowings obligations b/

Year #1 $ 100,000 $ 75,000 $ 25,000 plus $5,000

Year #2 100,000 75,000 25,000
(200,000)* (150,000)* (50,000)* plus 5,000

Year 03 160,000 60,000 100,000
(360,000) (210,000) (150,000) plus 5,000

Year #4 --- 50,000 -50,000
(360,000) (260,000) (100,000) plus 5,000

Year #5 50,000 25,000 25,000
(410,000) (285,000) (125,000) plus 5,000

(1) (2) (3) (4)

*Cumulative in parentheses.

a/Program with a statutory authorization for borrowings that does not contain a dollar
limit cn borrowings.

b/Year-end unpaid obligations requiring a borrowing authority recording because of
lack of cash reserves available (or assigned) for paying off the obligations.
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Increase (+) or
decrease (-) in Borrowing

needed authority Borrowing authority

Needed from recorded authority carried

authority authority recorded forward

equals $ 30,000 5 30,000 $ 30,000 $ 30,000

25,000 25,000

equals 55,000 (55,000)* 55,000

100,000 100,000

equals 155,000 (155,000) 155,000

-50,000 ---

equals 105,000 (155,000) i55,000

-25,000
equals 130,000 (155,000) 155,000

(5) (6) (7) (8)
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Rural Electrification and Telephone

Revolving Fund--borrowings from Treasury

The case study work determined that OMB's basic 
netting

procedure, without rollover, is used in computing borrowing

authority (for borrowings from Treasury) for the programs

of the Rural Electrification and Telephone 
Revolving Fund, 1/

but that the procedure was not used in the initial years of

the fund (fiscal years 1973-76), when, in a deviation from

CMB guidance, gross-based recordings wete made. 
2/

Key budgetary amounts pertaining to this fund's 
borrow-

ings are seen in table 8. Total borrowings (column "3"),

as of the end of fiscal year 1979, were about 
$2.7 billion,

which was less than total recorded borrowing authority 
of

about $3.7 billion (redemption of debt lapses over 1977-79

reducing authority to borrow from Treasury totaled about

$1.5 million). As noted previously in this report (p. 13),

the fund is relatively new, and it will require a longer

period of borrowing activity before total borrowings 
exceed

borrowing authority.

The borrowings are made as needed, and are executed

under a single, blanket note requiring that all outstanding

borrowings be paid off, with interest, on March 31 and

September 30 of each year. The note also specifies the pro-

cedure for setting the applicable interest rate.

1/R!:A of !cials anticipate that net borrowings 
each year nor-

rally will be zero, and that, therefore, recordings (when

necessary) will, in practice only, reflect obligations in

excess of receipts.

2/USDA budget officials followed the grossing procedure used

for the Rural Electrification "Loans" account (budget

account 12-3197), the predecessor account of the Rural Elec-

trification and Telephone Revolving Fund. 
The grossing

procedure, with borrowing authority recordings 
matching the

annually a"'horized (in appropriation acts.) program levels,

resulted iL larger recorded amounts than would have been

the case had ^- 's netting, rollover procedure been fol-

lowed. As a consequence, USDA and OMB officials permanently

lapsed about $1.4 billion in borrowing authority during the

transition q rter ending September 30, 1976, when they

converted the fund to the netting procedure.
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Eximbank--borrowings from
non-Treasury sources

The basic netting procedure also has been used for

Eximbank's borrowings from non-Treasury sources, mainly the
Federal Financing Bank in recent years. Furthermore, roll.-
over has remained a feature of this activity in spite of OMB's

new policy, although this may change in fiscal year 1981 as
c result of our review (see below:.

Although in fiscal year 1977 Eximban)r made repaym.ents
of principal totaling $3.6 billion on its prior year borrow-
ings from non-Treasury sources (total repayments were
$3.7 billion) it did not permanrently lapse any authority that

year as called fcr by OMB policy. It carried S1.3 billion

into fiscal year 1978 as unobligated authority (for non-
Treasury borrowi Igs) from prior recordings of %rrowir.g
authority, representing rolled-over authority. A similar
pattern occurred in fiscal years 1978 and 1979, 1/ and is pro-

jected in the fiscal year 1981 budget for fiscal year 1980,
but not for 1981.

During our review, Eximbank officials stated that they

had continued the rollover practice in recent years because
they had not been advised by OMB to change the practice. OME

officials acknowledged that tne policy had not been imple-
mented in this case, and stated that this Eximbank procedure
was "in transition" to nonrc.llover. In their comments or.
this report (see appenix VI), officials of OMB pointed out

that in response to oui review work, the oudget treatment for
F.ximbank would be corrected in the 1981 budget. The 1?31
budget shows that nonrollover is projected for 19bl, but
shows continued rollover for fiscal year- 1979 (actual) and
1980 (projected).

The netting, rollover procedure has beer complicated
because Eximbank officials, for purposes of computing borrow-
ing authority for their ncn-Treasury borrowings, reduce t.e
amount of year-end uncovered obligaticns by the amount of

their unused authority for Treasury boreowings (Eximbank
also has a statutory authorization to borrow from Treasury--
see page 49).

Under this procedure, Eximbank has recorded about $8
billion in total borrowing authority for its non-Treasury

1/The $1._ billion lapse in fiscal year 1978 was unrelated to
the rollover question (it reflected on OMB-Eximbank deci-

sion to stop using borrowing authority for loan guarantees),
and did not entail a line #31 "redemption of debt" entry.
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Table 8

Rural Electrification and Telephone Revolving Fund
Authority to Borrow From Treasury

(000 omitted)

Total Recorded
Fiscal program borrowing Gross
year level authority borrowings

1973 $ 479,000 $ 1,324,871 a/ $
(479,000)* (1,324,871)*

1974 758,000 758,000 400,100
(1,237,000) (2,082,871) (400,1O',

1975 900,000 900,000 445,771
(2,137,000) (2,982,871) (845,871)

1976 1,000,000 1,000,000 369,005
(3,137,000) (3,982,871) (1,214,876)

TQ 250,000 -1,375,452 b/ 96,098
(3,387,000) (2,607,419) (1,310,974)

1977 1,000,000 605,001 d/ 560,107
(4,387,000) (3,212,420) (1,871,081)

1978 1,000,000 355,289 f/ 304,811
(5,387,000) (3,567,709) (2,175,892)

1979 1,100,000 133,960 q/ 566,093
(6,387,000) (3,701,669) (2,741,985)

(1) (2) (3)

*Cumulative in parentheses.

a/Includes $479 million in recorded authority for RETRF and
$845.9 million in unadvanced balances transferred from
REA "Loans."

b/A lapsing adjustment made by USDA and OMB officials to
correct for previous recordings not made in accordance
with OMB's netting, rollover procedure.

c/C1l-,lated from cumulative amounts in columns (2) and (3).

d/'ncludes $149.4 million in recorded authority for RETRF,
and $455.6 million in unused authority transferred from
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or oss
borrowings
in excess of

Repayments recorded
of Net borrowings (-) borrowing

borrowings o0 repayments (+) authority

$ - - $ - $ 

(-), )-)* (-)*

-400,100
(-) (-400,100) (-)

-445,771
(-) (-845,871) (-

266, 195 - 102,810 _
(266,195) (-948,681) (-)

198,908 102,810 96,098

(465,103) (-845,871) () c/

104,472 -415,635 e/
(569,575) 7(- .,506) ()/

304,811
(874,386) (-1,301,506) (-) /

566,093 432,133
(1,440,479) (-1,301,506) (-) c/

(4) (5) (6)

REA "Loans." Amount not adjusted downward in this table
to reflect a permanent lapsing of year-end authority
("redemption of debt") of $1.1 million.

e/Corresponds to the transfer of budget authority of the
same amount from the REA "Loans" account.

f/Not adjusted downward in this table to reflect a redemp-
tion of debt of $224,000.

a/Not adjusted downward in this table to reflect a redemp-
tion of c' bt of $135,000.
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borrowings (no redemption of debt lapses over 1977-79),
which it ha used and rolled over several times to borrow
a total of 1 ..out $23 billion, as of September 30, 1979. Key
amounts are shown in table 9.

The promissory notes signed by Eximbank officials con-
cerning their borrowings from the Federal Financing Bank spec-
ify certain maturity periods (up to 11-1/2 years), repayments
schedules quarterly or at maturity, and interest rates.

Rural Housing Insurance Fund amounts--
borrowings from Treasury

This case also involves continued rollover as part of
the netting practice. Even though there were repamrents
ranging from $275 million to $450 million in fiscal years
1977-79 on prior year borrowings made under prior year record-
ings of borrowing authority, there were no permanent lapses
of authority in these years pertaining to these repayments. 1/
While the budget for 1981 does not project a permanent lapse
for 1980, _t projects one for 1981 reflecting some projected
repayments to the Treasury during that year.

No permanent lapses are indicated in the fiscal year
1981 budget for the fiscal years 1979 and 1980 appropriations
of about $14 million and $76 million respectively to make
paymer.ts on rental assistance program obligations for which
borrowing authority had previously been recorded. The appro-
priation would constitute a substitution of budgetary re-
sources. OMB otficials state in their comments on this report
that there have been no indications o£ continuing rollover
in this account (see appendix VI). We disagree with this OMB
statement.

Gross borrowings exceeded total recorded borrowing
authority by about $2 billion in the Rural Housing Insurance
Fund, as of September 30, 1979 (no redemption of debt lapses
in 1977-79 affecting authority to borrow from the Treasury).
Amounts are seen in table 10.

Borrowings from Treasury are made as needed, and are
conducted under a single, blanket promissory note that permits
up to $1 billion in outstanding borrowings, states the proce-
dures for setting the applicable interest rate, and specifies
that all borrowings during a fiscal year must be repaid on
the first day of the immediately succeeding fiscal year.

1/There were redemption amounts pertaining to participation
sales transfers (e.g., about $35 million in fiscal year
1978).
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NETTING, ROLLOVFR FOR PROGRAMS
WITH LIMITED AUlYORIZATIONS

The OMB Examiners' Handbook does not provide instructions
on recording borrowing authority for programs operated under
statutory dollar limits on the amount of borrowings that may
be "outstanding" at any one time. OMB officials state that
their normal procedure in such cases is to record initial bor-
rowing authority amounts to match initial statutory dollar
limits. When a dollar limit is increased, there is a borrow-
ing authority recording in the same amount. There are no
lapses of year-end unused au'thority. 1/

Such recordings of borrowing authority express authorized
cumulative net borrowings (outstanding borrowings). Repay-
ments of borrowings are treated in executive branch records
as repayments that rollover previously recorded authority,
freeing it up (in the amount of the repayments) for new bor--
rowings. Consequently, total (gross) borrowings may exceed
recorded authority.

GAO case study of Eximbank--
borrowings from Treasury

Our case study work included examination of the budget
treatment of Eximbank's borrowings from Treasury conducted
under a statutory dollar limit on outstanding borrowings--the
limit now stands (September 30, 1979) at about $6 billion.
The limit was raised three times by legislative actions:
1952, 1955, and 1958 (latest). In each of those years, borrow-
ing authority was recorded to co-respond with the difference
between the old and new limit. For example, when the limit
was raised from $4 billion to $6 billion in 1958, $2 billion
in borrowing authority was recorded.

This procedure, plus some earlier recordings of borrowing
authority, 2/ produced a total of $5.7 billion ($6 billion in
internal Eximbank records) in borrowing authority for

1/See discussion on pp. 10, 11, especially footnote 1/, on
p. li.

2/Recordings for Eximbank in fiscal years 1946, 1947, and
1948, totaling $2.2 billion, represented the initial capi-
talization (1946 recording) or borrowings for the year in
excess of repayments (1947 and 1948 L ecordings).
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Eximbank. 1/ Because borrowing authority represents an

authorized level of net borrowings ($6 billion), Eximbank's

repayments of its borrowings are counted as repayments that

rollover authority, and several cycles of borrowings, may
be conducted under one borrowing authority amount. Al'hough

Eximbank outstanding borrowings from Treasury never exceeded

the $6 billion limit, its gross borrowings reached about

$31 billion by September 30, 1979--about $25 billion more

than recorded authority.

Key amounts are shown in table 11. Eximbank's Treasury

borrowings are made as needed, and are now made under promis-

sory notes requiring quarterly payoffs of all outstanding

amounts (coinciding with Eximbank quarterly borrowings from
the Federal Financing Bank).

l/Because Eximbank does not maintain detailed budgetary records

from the earlier years, we have been unable to identify the
source of the difference between the $5.7 billion and the $6

billion.
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Table 11

ExPort-ImPort Bank
Authority to Borrow from Treasury

(000 omitted)

Increase or
decrease (-)
in authorized
ceiling on
outstanding
borrowings Recorder

Fiscal from the borrowing Gross
year Treasury authority borrowings

1946
to
167 $S6,00C,000)* $(5,745.200)** $(9,352,700)**

1967 - - 906,200
(6,0'0,000) (5,745,200) (10,258,900)

1968 - - 1,878,179
6,f000,000) (5,745,200) (12,137,079)

1969 - - 1,708,886
(6,000,000) (5,745,200) (13,845,965)

1970 - - 1,555,990
(6,OuO,000) (5,745,200) (15,401,955)

1971 - - 1,978,368
(6,000,000) (5,745,200) (17,380,323)

1972 - - 2,677,970
(6,000,000) (5,745,200) (20,058,293)

1973 - - 1,883,700
(6,000,000) (5,745,200) (21,941,993)

1974 - - 1,833,800
(6,000,00r) (5,745,200) (23,775,793)

1975 - - 2,134,164
(6,000,000) (5,745,200) (25,909,957)

1976 - - 1,168,600
(6,000,000) (5,745,200) (27,078,557)

TQ - - 314,400
(6,000,000) (5,745,200) (27,392,957)

1977 - - 1,315,400
(6,000,000) (5,745,200) (28,708,357)

1978 - - 1,030,100
(6,000,000) (5,745,200) (29,738,457)

1979 - - 1,504,500
(6,000,000, (5,745,200) (31,242,957)

(1) (2) (3)

*Ceiiing in parentheses.

**Cumulative in parentheses.
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Gr-oss
bourowillns

Repayments of in excess of

borrowings recurded
which rollover Net borrowings (-) iborrowirne

authority or repayments (4) authoprity

S(9,174,900)** $ (-177,800)** c (3,607,500)**

1,084,000 177,800 906,206

(10,258,900) (0) (4,513,700)

1,51(,600 -361,579 1,878,179

(11,775,500) (-361,579) (6,391,879)

1,350,278 -358,608 1,708,886

(13,125,778) (-720,187) (8,100,765)

689,737 -866,253 1,555,990

(13,815,515) (-1,586,440) (9,656,755)

2,781,343 802,975 1,978,368

(16,596,858) (-783,465) (11,635,123)

1,718,005 -959,965 2,677,970

(18,314,863) (-1,743,430) (14,313,093)

1,739,466 -144,234 1,883,700

(20,054,329) (-1,887,664) (16,196,793)

1,264,562 -569,238 1,833,800

(21,318,891) (-2,456,902) (18,030,593)

4,383,989 2,249,825 2,134,164

(25,702,880) (-207,077) (20,164,757

1,364,853 196,253 l,168,600
(27,067,733) (-10,824) (21,333,357)

252,200 -62,200 314,400

(27,319,933) (-73,024) (21,647,757)

1,385,101 69,701 1,315,400

(28,705,034) (-3,323) (22,963,157)

1,033,423 3,323 1,030,100

(29,738,457) () (2,993,257)

1,454,500 -50,000 i,504,500

(31,192,957) (-50,000) (25,497,757)

(4) (5) (6)
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BORROWING AUTH"ORITY FOR THE DEPARTMENT

OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVEhOPMENT'S

SPECIAL ASSISTANCE FUNCTIONS FUND--

BORROWINGS F ,OM TREASURY

The programs in the Department of Housing and Urban

Development's (HUD) Special Assistance Functions Fund (budget

account 86-4205) have "indefinite" statutory authorizations

fur borrowings from Treasury (no dollar limit). 1/ As such,

they would normally have been subjected to the OMB netting

procedure outlined for the Type 1 program in table I of this

report (p. 8), and discussed in greater detail in appendix II.

There has been, however, different budgetary treatment for

these programs' Treasury borrowings. Two major differences

are:

-- the net-based borrowing authority recordings for the

account's nonemergency programs have only indirectly

represented authorized borrowings; and

-- the borrowing authority recordings for the emergency

programs indirectly express levels of gross borrowings.

NET-BASED BORROWING AUTHORITY FOR

THEf NONEMERGENCY PROGRAMS

The borrowing authority recordings for the nonemergency

programs in the Special Assistance Functions Fund (the "SAF"

account) 2/ are net-based, nut until the 1981 budget's issu-

ance only indirectly represented authorized borrowings. Each

recording was not computed in accordance with the general

OMB netting, rollover procedure for programs with indefinite

authorizations, but rather represented a statutory level, or

increase therein, in SAF's authorized net program activities

(to be financed largely with borrowings).

I/For a discussion of the fund's borrowings from non-Treasury

sources, see appendix IV.

2/The emergency program was transferred to a separate account

in fiscal year 1979, in accordance with the Department of

Housing and Urban Development--Independent Agencies Appro-

priation Acts, 1979 (Public Law 95-392).
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Borrowin authority equaled
authorized program level

The OMB Examiners' Handbo,: , section 124, C (July 26,

1975), described borrowing authiority recordings fo.r the SAF

nonemergency programs as folliows:

"For the Government National Mr *gage Association's
Special assistance functions funrc [sic], there is a

limitation on total outstanding [i.e., the balances

outstanding on the mortgages purchased and held in

the SAF account, plus the amounts of purchase commit-

ments] rind indefinite authority to borrow from Treas-

ury. When the limitation on loans [p-rchases and

purchase commitments] outstanding is increased, bud-

get authority (authority to spend public debt re-

ceipts) is reported equal to the increase."

Put somewhat differently, each borrowing authority

recording (before the 1981 budget's entries for 1980 ana 1981)

matched the amount of any statutory increase in the amount

of mortgage loan purchases and purchase commitments that may

be outstanding at any one time, and that may be .nanced with
borrowings from Treasury.

A possible exception occurred when the 1979 increase of

$2 billion (Department of Housing and Urban £,evelopment--Indc-

pendent Agencies Appropriation Act, 1979) was reflected in a

borrowing authority recording of only $500 million. HUD offi-

cials explain that the "intent" was to raise the ceiling by

only $500 million, not $2 billion. HUD officials normally
finance their purchases with borrowings from Treasury (the

collections from sales of SAF-held mortgages are used to pay
off borrowings).

Ai example of a borrowing authority recording for the SAF

nonemergency programs may be seen in a budget recording fot

fiscal year 1968. When the Housing and Urban Development Act

o' 1965 (Public Law 89-117) increased by $550 million the

amount of commitments and purchases which could be outstand-
ing in the account's Section 305(a) "Presidential" programs,

effective on the first day of fiscal year 1968, there was a

borrowing authority recording for fiscal year 1968 of $550
million. The result of this and similar actions was the bor-

rowing authority recordings that totaled about $8 billion by

the end of fiscal year 1979.

OMB officials state that there was no compelling budget

concepts reason for this special pre-1981 budget method of

recording borrowing authority (to match an authorized program
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level) for the SAF programs. OMB acknowledges that the method

represented a departure from their usual procedure for record-

ing borrowing authority for programs with indefinite borrowing

authorizations. However, as in other programs with indefinite

borrowing authorizations, SAF borrowing authority was (and is)

to be permanently lapsed ("redemption of debt") under OMB's

new lapsing policy for such programs. There were, though, no

-jch lapses in SAF's nonemergency authority to borLow from

treasury until publication of the 1981 budget.

Borrowing authority has rolled over

Because the borrowing authority recordings for the SAF

nonemergency programs have represented authorized cumulative

net (outstanding) purchases and purchase commitments, HUD

officials have reduced the amount of unused borrowing author-

ity when they make purchases or commitments, and increased or

restored, unused authority when they liquidate the purchases

or commitments through their sales program or cancellations.

These restored amounts have constituted rolled-over 
authority

for additional purchases-commitments to be financed with bor-

rowings from Treasury.

i; n :this::manner,: sever-al cycles:o:f purchases, sales, and

more purchases have been conducted (subject to legislative

constraints introduced in 1978--see below) with gross pur-

chases, and supportive gross borrowings exceedTn_ the n8

bli1i-on in recorded borrowg authority. ry the end of fis-

cal year 1979, gross purchases for the nonemergency programs

totaled about $16 billion, and gross bu:rowings from Treasury

were about $14 billion. Key budgetary amounts are shown in

table 12.

Borrowing instrument

Borrowings are made as needed, and are executed under a

single, blanket no-e (there is a second note for the emergency

program) with Treasury that permits up to $6.5 billion out-

standing at any time, states the procedure for setting appli-

cable interest rates, and specifies that borrowings during a

fiscal year must be repaid within 5 years from the beginning

of that fiscal year.

New statutory limitation
on "recaptured" authorlty

The Department of Housing and Urban Development--Inde-
pendent Agencies Appropriation Act, 1978 (Public Law 95-119),

contained provisions that introduced statutory limits on H
TJD

officials' use of rolled-over or restored authority for making
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new purchases and commitments. There were two relevant
provisions in the 1978 HUD appropriation act.

Title III of the act stipulated that the "collections"
in all SAF programs (nonemergency and emergency) and certain
other HUD programs, " * * * may be used for new loan or mort-
gage purchase commitments only to the extent expressly pro-
vided for in this act * * *." HUD and OMB officials state
that SAF "collections" in this context meant recaptured SAF
authority, i.e., SAF authority that is restored or rolled
over when outstanding purchases are reduced by SAF sales. A
second provision of the 1978 act, pertaining only to the SAF
accounts, authorized the limited use of "recaptured authority"
in SAF's nonemergency programs:

"The aggregate amount of purchases and commit-
ments authorized to be made pursuant to section 305
of the National Housing Act, as amended, out of re-
captured Special Assistance Purchase authority may
not exceed $2,OC0,000,000."

This authorization to use $2 billion of recaptured au-
thority did not entail any recording in the budget of addi-
t::onal ::borrowing::authority for the SAF nonemergency programs,
because the statutory ceiling on outstanding nonemergency
purchases and commitments was not increased.

These statutory restrictions on HUD's use, in 1978, of
recaptured SAF authority limited, but did not eliminate, the
rollover of SAF nonemergency authority tc make purchases and
commitments. The gap increased between tie $8 billion (ap-
proximate]y) total in borrowing authority recordings and
the amount of gross borrowings from the Treasury (gross bor-
rowings up to about $14 billion).

Lack of implementation. until 1981 budget,

of OMB's new nonrollover poli-c

OMB officials state that the SAF tonemergency program's
borrowings from Treasury have been subject to the new non-
rollover policy. They note that the program has operated
under an indefinite authorization for Treasury borrowings (as
the other programs subject to the new policy); and, in addi-
tion, has been affected since fiscal year 1978 by annual
appropriation act limitations on the use of recaptured mort-
gage purchase and commitment authority (see prior discussion
on F. 60), restricting rollover to specified levels.

OMB officials state that the above factors have made the
SAF nonemergency program subject to the application of non-
rollover concepts. However, the fiscal year 1979 budget
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showed no permanent lapse for fiscal year 1977, even though

about $1.3 billion in mortgage purchase authority was recap-

tured through sales of portfolio holdings, and repayments of

about $1.3 billion were made to Treasury on prior year borrow-

ings. Balances of $5.2 and $5.1 billion in, respectively,

mortgage purchase authority and unobligated borrowing author-

ity were carried forward into fiscal year 1978. A like pat-

tern occurred for fiscal year 1978, with balances carried into

fiscal year 1979.

We discussed this continuing rollover with OMB and HUD

officials, and, as a result, the 1981 budget implemented non-

rollover procedures for the account (see OMB comments in

appendix V). The method of recording borrowing authority

for the fund was also revised in the 1981 budget for fiscal

years 1980 and 1981. The new method reportedly puts the

recordings on the netting basis used in other accounts with

permanent indefinite authority to borrow.

GROSS-BASED BORROWING AUTHORITY FOR

THE ACCOUNT'S EMERGENCY PROGRAM

HUD also administers a relatively new (begun in fiscal

year 1975) emergency mortgage purchase assistance program

that was, until the end of fiscal year 1978, part of the SAF

account (see footnote 2/ on page 58). This emergency program

is operated under legislative provisions and budgetary proce-

dures that are, in many key respects, like those affecting

the nonemergency program:

--There is an indefinite statutory authority to borrow

from Treasury.

--Borrowinc authority recordings for Treasury borrowings

(totaling $12.8 billion) have matched statutory in-

creases in the amount of purchases and commitments

that could be outstanding at any time (ceiling now

at $12.8 billion).

-- Borrowing authority is to be permanently lapsed

("redemption of debt") in accordance with the new OMB

policy on nonrollover in programs with indefinite

authority.

Borrowing authority not rolled over

The principal budgetary difference between the SAF emer-

gency and nonemergency programs is that OMB and HUD officials

have not rolled over the emergency program's authority for

making purchases and commitments because of administrative,

or, since 1978, statutory restrictions.
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Administrative restrictions

OMB and HUD officials state that because of the program's
"emergency" origins and rationale, they chose, prior to 1978,
to treat its $12.8 billion statutory ceiling on outstanding
purchases and commitments as a one-time authorization for a
total (gross) of $12.8 billion in purchases and commitments.
As a consequence, after initial purchases and commitments
were made, using up part of the ceiling and recorded borrowing
authority, administering officials did not count liquidations
of those purchases and commitments as actions that recapture,
or restore (rollover), old authority for another cycle of pur-
chases and liquidations.

Statutory restriction

The adm,nistratively-set procedure of nonrollover became
a statutorily-required procedure with enactment of the 1978
HUD appropriation act (see discussion on page 60).

Under the nonrollover procedure for this HUD emergency
program, total purchases will be limited to no more than $12.8
billion, and attendant borrowings from Treasury probably will
be limited to the same total.

qowever, this nonrollover policy was not reflected in
actual permanent lapsing of authority in the schedules of
the budgets for fiscal years 1979 and 1980, even though there
were recaptures of authority (sales of portfolio holdings)
and repayments of Treasury on prior year borrowings. This
was changed, however, in the 1981 budget, with entries for
permanent lapsings.

As seen in table 13, borrowing authority recordings
totaled $12.8 billion by 1979, and total (gLoss) borrowings
from the Treasury reached $4.9 billion. There were no perma-
nent lapses ("redemption of debt") in fiscal years 1977 and
1978, but a $10.1 billion lapse in 1979.

Borrowing instrument

Borrowings for the emergency program are made as needed,
and are conducted under a single, blanket note with Treasury
that permits up to ,4 billion in borrowings outstanding at
any time, and contains other provisions similar to those in
the note for the nonemergency programs (see page 60).
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Table 13

Special Assistance Functions Fund--Emergency Program

Autherity to Borrow from Treasury

(000 omitted)

Statutory
increase in
authorized
ceiling on
outstanding Recorded

Fiscal purchases and borrowing Gross

year , mmitments duthority borrowings

1975 $ 7,750,000 $ 7,750,000 b/ $ 504,680

(7,750,000)* (7,750,000)T* (504,680)**

1976 5,000,000 5,000,000 2,474,150

(12,750,000) (12,750,000) (2,978,830)

TQ 401,484

(12,750,000) (12,750,000) (3,380,314)

1977 219,470

(12,750,000) (12,750,000) (3,599,784)

198 - - 723,910

(12,750,000) (12,750,000) (4,323,694)

1979 589,040

(12,750,000) (12,750,000) d/ (4,912,734)

(1) (2) (3)

*Ceilings in parentheses.

**Cumulative in parentheses.

a/Those amounts are treated as "repayments which restore

borrowing authority" in the Department of the Treasury's

Combined Statement of Receipts, Expenditures and Balances

of the United States Government, fiscal years 1975 and

1976. This reflects the Executive position that, from a

legal point of view, repayments do not have the effect of

rolling over authority.
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Gross
borrowings
in excess of

Repayments recorded
of Net borrowings (-) borrow'-g

borrowings a/ or repayments (+) authority

$ - $ -504,680 $ -
(-) ** (-504,680)** (-)**

1,416,380 -1,057,770
(1,41U,380) (-1,562,450) (-)

1,023,320 621,836 401,484
(2,439,700) (-940,314) (-) c/

443,770 224,300 219,470
(2,883,470) (-716,314) (-) c/

364,117 -359,793 723,910
(3,247,587) (-1,076,107) (-) c/

313,747 -275,293 589,040
(3,561,334) (-1,351,400) (-) c/

14) (5) (6)

b/Entries reflect revised budget treatment adopted
for the fiscal year 1978 budget.

c/Computed from cumulative amounts in columns (2) and
(3).

d/Amount not adjusted downward in this table to re-
flect a permanent lapsing ("redemption of debt") of
$10.1 billion in year-end unused authority.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL FROM CASE STUDIES OF

PROGRAMS WITH GROSS-BASFD BORROWINGS AUTHORITY

The OMB Examiner's Handbook, section 124, B (June 26,
1975) states the following:

"The authority to spend debt receipts [i.e., bor-
rowed funds] may be * * * limited [by statutel to
the borrowing of specified cumulative amounts (in
which case amounts repaid may not be reborrowed);

Accordingly, in programs with statutory dollar limits on
cumulative or aggregate borrowings, OMB's usual policy is to
reccrd borrowing authority amounts in the budget to match
the statutory limits on cumulative borrowings, or increases
therein, and treat the recorded amounts as expressions of the
total ,gross) borrowings that may be made. Under this proce-
dure, each borrowing by an agency permanently uses up a por-
tion of it3 borrowing authority, 1/ and repayments are counted
as repayments that do not roll over, or restore, previously
recorded borrowing authority to permit additional borrowings.

The principal budgetary result of this grossing, nonroll-
over procedure is that borrowing authority recordings fully
cover total (gross) borrowings. Borrowings do not exceed bor-
rowing authority.

GAO case studies of gross-based
borrowing authority

Our case studies of programs with statutory limits on
their cumulative borrowings, and resultant recordings of
gross-based borrowing authority, included the following: 2/

l/In budget records, "undrawn" or "unfinanced" borrowing
authority is permanently reduced with each borrowing.

2/The other case study program with gross-based borrowing
authority was HUD's emergency mortgage purchase assistance
program, discussed in appendix III because of its anomalous
budget treatment. The emergency program has an indefinite
borrowing authorization, which would normally subject it to
the netting, rollover procedure.
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--The Department of Agriculture's (USDA) Rural Electri-

fication "L-car.s" programs, borrowings from Treasury
(budget account 12-3197): 1/

--St. Lawre We Seaway Development Corporation, borrow-

ings fror Treasury (budget account 69-4089);

-- The Small Business Administration's (SBA) "Business

Loan and Investment Fund," borrowings from non-Treasury

sources (budget account 73-4154);

--The Department of Housing and Urban Affairs' (HUD)

"Special Assistance Functions Fund," nonemercency pro-

gram borrowings from non-Treasury sources (budget

account 86-4205); and

-- USDA's "Rural Housing Insurance Fund," borrowings from

non-Treasury sources (budget account 12-4141).

Rural Electrification "Loans"--

borrowings from Treasury

OMB recorded borrowing authority for programs in the

"Loans" account that expressed, essentially, authorized gross

borrowings. The basic legislation limited the programs' bor-

rowings to "* * * such amounts in the aggregate for each fiscal

year * * * as the Congress may from time to time determine to

be necessary * * *" (17 U.S.C. 903) [Emphasis added].

The specific amounts authorized were contained in annual

Department of Agriculture appropriation acts, in the form of

program level authorizations. The following is an example,

from the Department of Agriculture--Related Agencies Appro-

priation Act, 1969:

"For loans in accordance with said Act, and

carrying out the provisions of section 7 thereof,

to be borrowed from the Secretary of the Treasury
* * * and to remain available without fiscal year

limitation * * *, as follows: rural eiectrification
program, $329,000,000, and rural telephone proqram,
$120,000,000."

The above authorized program level totaled $449 million
($329 plus $120 millicl), and this amount was recorded in the
budget as the borrowing authority amount for fiscal year 1969.

1/Became inactive and last appeared in the budget for fiscal
year 1979.
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As seen in table 14 (columns "1" and "2"), the same basic

procedure was followed in the other years with some minor

variations. 1/

The cumulative amounts in table 14 show that total re-

corded borrowing authority (column "2") was always somewhat

greater than the level of gross borrowings (column "3"). By

the end of fiscal year 1977, the total of borrowing authority

recordings stood at about $11 billion, 2/ while gross borrow-

ings had reached about $9 billion. Repayments on borrowings

(column "4") were treated in executive branch records (USDA,

OMB, and Treasury) as repaymenl:s that did not roll over, or

restore, previously recorded authority.

Borrowings (from Treasury) were made as needed with 40-

year notes, Each borrowing was for the sum stated in an

accompanying note, and in some cases was made under a Treasury
Department requirement (authorized by 17 U.S.C. 903) for
semi-annual payments of interest:.

St. Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation--
borrowings from Treasury

The borrowing authority recordings for the Government-
owned St. Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation, under

revised enabling legislation and budget treatment, now repre-
sent authorized gross borrowings.

The initial 1954 enabling legislation authorized the
Corporation to have "outstanding at any one time" $105 mil-
lion in borrowings from Treasury (68 Stat 94-95). A
borrowing authority recording of :;105 million existed then,

representing an authorized level of net borrowings. 3/

I/The recordings for fiscal years 1967 and 1973 were less than

the authorized program level because of a decision not to
use a "reserve" part of the 1967 p:ogram authorization' and,
concerning 1973, a decision to cover part of the 1973 prc-
gram authorization with unused 1972 borrowing authority.

2/Total not adjusted downward in the table to reflect certain
transfers out of the account totaling $1.3 million. See
footnotes b/ and c/ in table 14.

3/See the appendix II (p. 49) discussion of the netting proce-
dure used under such statutory authorizations.
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Amendments of 1957 changed the borrowing provision tc

place a statutory limit on cumulative, rather than outstand-

ing, borrowings. The amended section read as follows (33
U.S.C. 985 (a)):

"To finance its activities, the Corporation may

issue revenue bonds payable from corporate revenue

to the Secretary of the Treasury. The total face
value of all bonds so issued shall not be greater

than $140,000,000 * * *."

The original draft of the 1957 amendments would simply
have raised the limit on outstanding borrowings from $105 to

$140 million. The decision to make the $140 million amount

a limit on gross borrowings was explair.ed as follows by one

Congressman in floor debate:

"We changed from the original draft because

* * * when the bill read 'such bonds that are out-

standing at any one time may not be greater than

$140 million' they might pay off a few bonds, and

then issue some more bonds. So we have set the

total up to $140 million * * *. I believe we have
some protection in this bill, because we have put

in a ceiling of $140 million. Before they exceed

that amount of bonds they must come back and ask

for authority again."

%With enactment of the $140 limit on total borrowings,

OMB recorded another $35 million in borrowing authority. The

$105 million initial recording plus the $35 million recording
brought total recorded borrowing authority to $140 million,

representing the authorized ceiling on gross borrowings. As

seen in table 15, gross borrowings of about $134 million have

been made under the $140 million in authority. Repayments

have beer, treated as repayments that do not roll over

authority.

The Corporation borrows revenue bonds from Treasury which

carry maturity date agreed upon witn the Secretary of the

Treasury, but which, by statutory limitation, cannot exceed

50 years. By legislative change (Public Law 91-469), borrow-

ings since October 20, 1970, have been interest free.

Participation saies borrowings--bcrrowings
from non-Treasury sources

For programs in three case study accounts, in fiscal

years 1967 and 1968 thtre were borrowing authority recordings
expressing gross borrowings authorized to be made through

fiscal years 1967-69 sales to non-Treasury sources of
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"participations" in the assets of the programs. The programs
were those in the following accounts:

-- SSA's Business Loan and Investment Fund;

-- HUD's Special Assistance Functions Fund, nonemergency
program; and

-- USDA's Rural Housing Insurance Fund.

In the 1967-69 participation sales, 1/ agency officials
borrowed by selling to private investors debt instruments
termed "participation certificates." The certificates were
sold in varying denominations, and each one specified the
applicable interest rate and repayment terms. The borrowing
agency granted the lendor a "participation" in the assets of
the agency, which entailed an agency pledge to dedicate a
block of its loan portfolio assets as backing for repayment
of the borrowing.

The 1.967-69 participation sales were authorized by the
Partici::t.on Sales Act of 1966 (Public Law 89-429) and sub-
sequent appropriation acts. The 1966 act (sec. 2(b)) con-
tained ti.e stipulation that

"Bfneficial interests or participations shall not
be issued * * * in an aggregate principal amount
greater than is authorized * * * in an Appropriation
Act. Any such authorization shall remain available
only for the fiscal year for which it was granted
and for the succeeding fiscal year." [Emphasis
added]

The following language from the Department of Housing
and Urbar Development Appropriation Act, 19U8 (Public Law
91-121) is an example of an implementing appropriation pro-
vision--in this case, concerning HUD's Special Assistance
Functions Fund:

"The Federal National Mortgage Association, as
trustee, is hereby authorized to issue beneficial
interests or participations * * * in not to exceed
the following principal amounts: * * * FNMA special
assistance functions, $250,000,000; * * * Provided,
that the foregoing authorizations shall remain avail-
able until [the end of tiscal year 19691."

i/Only the SBA account involved sales in 1969; the sales of
tne HUD and USDA accounts occurred in fiscal years 1967-68.
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The entries in tables 16, 17, and 18, show the 1967 and
1968 recordings of borrowing authority for the 1967-69 partic-
ipation sales borrowings in the three case study accounts.
The yearly recordings (column "2" amounts) matched the yearly
authorized aggregate amounts of participation sales borrowings
(column "1" amounts), and in all three cases, gross borrowings
(i.e., participation sales) did not exceed total recorded
authority. The agencies' repayments on their participation
certificates were treated in executive branch records as re-
payments that did not roll over recorded borrowing authority.

Administrators of the USDA case study account have been
making similar certificate sales in recent years without re-
cording borrowing authority for the transactions. Beginning
with the Department of Agriculture and Related Agencies Appro-
priations Act, 1974, and continued through subsequent legisla-
tion, the Secretary of Agriculture has been authorized to
raise funds for the programs in this account by selling "cer-
tificates of beneficial ownership" ("CBOs") similar to the
earlier participation certificates, and to treat such sales
for budget purposes "sales of assets" rather 'nan borrowings,
thus requiring no borrowing authority recordings.

The relevant provision from the 1974 appropriation act
reads as follows:

"Provided, that the Secretary may * * sell any
notes in the fund [Rural Mousing Insurance Fund]
or sell certificates of beneficial ownership
therein * * *. Any sale by the Secretary of
notes or of beneficial ownership therein shall be
treated as a sale of assets for purposes of the
Budget and Accounting Act, 1923., notwithstanding
the fact that the Secretary * * * hold the debt
instruments evidencing the leans and holds or re-
invests payments thereon for the purchaser or pur-
chasers of the notes or of the certificates of
ownership therein * * '." [Emphasis added]

Rural Housing Insurance Fund's CBO sales in the fiscal
year 1975-79 period have all been to the off-budget Federal
Financing Bank (FFB), and have totuied about $15 billion. 1/

1/GAO has discussed before how the off-budget status of the
FFB results in distorted budget titals. See "Government
Agency Transactions with the Federal Financing Bank Should
be Included on the Budgic," U.S. General Accounting Office,
PAD-77-70, Aug. 3, 1977.
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Administrators of USDA's Rural Electrif'iation and
Telephone Revolving Fund (a case study account discussed in
appendix II) also sell CBOs to the FFB--about $586 million in
funds were raised by such CBO sales in fiscal year 1979 alone.

The 19E7 President's Commission on Budget Concepts con-
cluded that agency sales of participations in agency assets
should be treated as borrowings rather than sales of assets,
and GAO has concurred with this position on previous occa-
sions. 1/

I/See, for example, "Government Agency Transa-tion with the
Federal Financing Bank Should be Included on the Budget,"
U.S. General Accounting Office, PAD-77-70, Aug. 3, 1977,
p. 25, and "Legislative Change Needed to Improve Budget
Treatment of Certificates of Beneficial Ownership," U.S.
General Accounting Office, PAD-8?-32, April ?, 1980.
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AGENCIES THAT PROVIDED WRITTEN RESPONSES

We asked the case study agencies and the Department of
the Treasury to review the report's dollar amounts and
descriptions, and provide oral or written comments on any
inaccuracies. Also, we asked the Office of Management and
Budget to provide written comments on the report.

Comments were received from all of the agencies. As a
result of the oral comments received, we made some minor
changes ir. the Collar amounts and descriptions. These changes
did not affect the conclusions or recommendations of the
report.

The agencies providing written comments arc The follow-
ing:

-- the Office of Management and Budiet;

-- the Department of the Tredsury, and

-- the Rural Electrification Administration of the
Department of Agriculture.

The written comments, end our responses, are contained
in appendixes VI, VII, and VIII.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

WASHINGTON D.C 20503

DEC 1 4 1979
Mr. Harry S. Havens
Director, Program Analysis Division
U.S. General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Harry:

This responds to your request for colmner.t on GAO's draft
report, "Current Practices for Recording Budget Authority in

Certain Revolving Fund Programs Impair Congressional Budgqet

Control." Since arrival of the araft report coincides with

our annual budget preparation effort, we have not been able

to conduct as comprehensive a review as we might desire.

However, our review did reveal significant technical problems
with the report's coverage of the netting, grossing, and

roll-o-er concepts, which we believe need to be corrected.

The conclusions and recommendations are affected by these
technical aspects. But because their scope goes beyond the

practices of netting and rollover, they can be considered

apart from ti e other material presented in the report. Our

comments address first the conclusions and recorm~-endations of

the report and then some of tne technical problenas,

GAO Conclusions and Reco:rmendat-ons

The report asserts tiat the practice. of netting and

rollover of borrowing authority in .:ertain revolving Lund

loan programs hamper Congressional control and the ability to

sett priorities by understating obligational authority based
on sorrowing authority and interjucting an elemient ot

inconsistency. It concludes tihat there is a neeo for nudget

authority recordings for revoiving fund loan progra,,s titat

t;,ore comiipletely reflect total obligational autihority'. Two

recoiiimendations are made to reinedy the perceivc-] ina,'eoquacy

ot disclosure and control by tne Congtress of revolv :ng fund

activity:

-- that the Director of the Office o! :Aanagem!ellt and
Budget revise the way the definit o)n of buJgjet

authority is applied with respect to rcvolving tL nd
loan prograins so that budget authority for these
prograins is the amount o. gross obligations, or gross

loan obligations, authorized to be made.
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that tile Congress, in reviewing revolving fund loan
prograns, place F-,ecific limits on the gross otiiga
tions or gross loan obligations authorized to he iade,
and require that such limits be treated as the relevant
budget authority aimounts.

For a number of reasons, we cannot agree with your first
recommendation. First, we do not agree that our current
practices of calculating borrowing authority are causing
problems for the Congress, and the report fails to cite any
suecific difficulties that have been noted by the Congress.
We consult the Budget and Appropriations Comunitt.es on our
treatment of budget authority, and only rarely have they
expressed dissatisfaction with our practices.

[GAO RESPONSE: The report cites several reasons why congres-
sional budgetary control is le'ss.ened when budget authority
recordings for revolving fund loar. programs express authorized
net borrowings. Fir.r, because net-based recordings of bor-
rowing authority do not disclose the full amount of obliga-
tional authority made available through authorized borrowings,
congressional attempts to control obligational authority by
acting on net-based borrowing authority will control incom-
o]etely actual obligational authority levels, and result in
buiget totals that provide a distorted picture of the obli-
gational authority provided through borrowing authority
(see p. 22).

Second, the use c,f net-based borrowing authority amounts
along with gross-based amounts interjects an ele.ent of in-
consistency into budget amounts, and complicates the CorngresE'
task of comparing programs and annually setting bLdget pricl-
ities. It is difficult for the Congress to set prior'ties
among programs and achie',e the intended results iC programs'
funding levels are computed under different rules (see
p. 24).

Finally, the :--port notes that net-based borrowing
authority often entails "backdoor spending", i.e., expcndi-
tures from budget authority not p-ovided in appropriation
acts. We concur with the 1974 Congre;sional Budget Act's
objective of restricting bizckdoor spending, oni reiterate
our position that the public interest is best served when
congzessional control over Federal activities is Exercised
through periodic reviews and positive action in the appro-
priations process. Ideally, budget authority should be pro-
vided through appropriations actions (see p. 27).]
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Second, it is not necessary for the budget schedules to treat
total obligational authority as budget authority for the
Congress to make decisions on budget totals or priority allo-
cations. We agree that the Congress needs full and accurate
information on obligational authority, and we believe that
the Congress receives full and accurate information now. The
report does not demonstrate inadequate disclosure of appro-
priata measures of levels of activity. It fails to recognize
that informa:ion in the budget appendix schedules for each
fund presents clearly the total magnitude of obligational
authority and obligations actually incurred and permits full
evaluation of each fund's activities,

[GAO RESPONSE: We restate the report's position that congres-
sional budgetary control over revolving fund loan programs
would be enhanced if the programs' recorded budget authority

amoants expressed total obligational authority (for gross
obligations or gross loan obligations). The Congress' annual
budget resolut'ons set targets or controls on budget authority
amounts, and such congressional budget actions would have
more consistency and relation to actual authorized obligations
if the affected budget authority amounts express total obliga-
tional authority rather than authorized net borrowings (see
p. 30).]

iHnirl, Congressional control is not necessarily restricted to
actions on Oudget authority. Tne Congress has demonstrated
many times that it has the ability to control revolving fund
Jrogrdlms to whatever degree it wishes to control them. It
enacts program and obligation limitations on individual
programs and funds for which there is no budget authority,
per se Moreover, by authorizing permanent, indefinite bor-
rowing authority or revolving debt authority for certain
;rogralns, the Congress has demonstrated its desire to provide
those programs with maximum flexibility and minimum control.

[GAO RESPONSE: our report notes that in several case study
netting programs, the Congress has chosen to periodically
set loan program obligation limitations (see p. 32). We be-
lieve that this clearly demonstrates that the Congress has
perceived the inadequacy of existing net-based borrowing
authority recordings as budget mechanisms for controlling
the programs. We think that it would be logical and fully
consistent with these and similar congressional limitations
to treat them as budget authority amounts. In the light of
such congressional limitations, we do not agree with the OMB
implication that the Congress continues to demonstrate "* * *
its desire to provide those programs with maximum flexibility
and minimum control."]
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Fourth, the scope of the recommendation is restricted to loan

programs in revolving funds and would therefore appear to

apply different presentation rules to non-loan revolving
funds. Loans are only one form of activity for which budget-

ary resources are tsed. There is no sound reason whty budget-

ary resources applied to finance obligations for loans should

be defined as a new kind of budget authority. More

importantly, (MB continues to oppose elimination of the

offsetting aspect of revolving tunds. Our views or this

subject were provided in response to the GAO report,
"Revolving Funds: C'ull Disclosure Needed For Better

Congressional Control," dated August 30, 1977.

The Con(ress: i authorizina certain programs tc be f:andad as
a revol'in9i fund rather than through direct appropriatiozns,

has expressed a, desire to provide Llexibilitv for those

1Frogra,ns. Revoiving funds facilitate -:ontinuous financing
that is not disrupter at the end of a giver, period and uerlit

operations to be plannedC ,n a cont~l!ui:ic basi.s. As GAO h!a?
recognized previously, the cstablishment or a revolving fund

by the Congress is, in effect, d permanent authorization for

a prograhl .o be LinanceJ in whole or in part through the use

of its collections. The ReHp(-'t ot tie President's Commission

on Budget Concepts, October 1967, audressed sonle of the

t:iatters raised in your report and concluded that receipts
associated with activities that operate as business-tvpe

enterprises or that are market oriented in character should oe

treated as offsets to the expenditures to which they relate.

[GAO RESPONSE: We restricted our recommendations to revolving

funi loan programs because that kind rof program was the princi-

pal kind covered in our case study work% We agree that there

a e other kinds of revolving fund programs with similar bud-

getary concepts and procedures, ana we wo.ld have no objection

to an application as appropriate of our recommendaticns to

those programs. Our report envisages the anplicatt.nn of our

recommendations to HUD's Special Assistance Function Fund

nonloan programs (see p. 35).

We reiterate our earlier report's opposition to the off-

setting practice, atid note that the r-eommendations in this

current report are fully consistent with the earlier report's

recomendations. The use of offsetting receipts from the

public and net-based borrowing authority are parts of a gen-

eral net ting aperoach for revolving funds chat understates

budgetary levels.
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As far as congressional intent to provide flexibility
to revolving fund programs is concerned, two points should be
considered. First, as noted previously, the Congress has
from time to time chosen to restrict somewhat the flexibility
of revolving fund programs by periodically setting program
obligations limitations; and, as other OMR comments point out
(see p. 92), the President himself has proposed in the budget
for fiscal year 1981 limitation language for .ccounts with
direct loan and loan guarantee activity. Ser:;ld, should the
Congress decide not to place specific obligat ons limitations
on given revolving fund programs, budgetary procedures for
those programs would still be improved by OMB implementation
of the first recommendation. It would be an improvement in
such cases to make recordings of budget authority represent
authorized gross obligations or gross loan obligations regard-
less of whether the Congress chooses to pericdically set limits
on such obligations for individual accounts and programs. In
these cases, the authorized levels -' .ild be those set by the
executive branch under existing permanent authorizations.]

Fiftth, the budget authority concept is critical to tnie
Presidential and Conjressioon al budget procesesu., While
..udget concepts reeki to be reevaluateQ fr:ii timne to tiae to
inmproi e their usefulness, we do not agree that the circuim-
stances described in the report warrant a redetlnition of
budget authority such as you have proposed. The proposed
2iangje could have a significant effect on scorekeeping (by
1otti the Congress and the Executive Bkanch) and on accounting
and budgetary systeims. Thlese effects would :nave to oe as.-
sessed thoroughly before sucri a change coulc oe consiierieu
setriocslv. It does not appear to us that ycur report
evidences that kind of assessment.

LGAC) RESPONSE: We do not think that the changes needed would
be unduly disruptive or costly and therefore, we do not be-
lieve such further study is needed. If 0MB wants to make some
studies anyway, we believe they could be done under the
program-by-program approach sve proposed as an option (see
p. 35). We state in the report that we are prepared to work
cc7neratively with the Congress and the executive branch on
the teclhnical aspects of implementing the recommendations
(see p. 36), and would support an approach that minimizes
any inconvenience and cost associated with the change.]
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lNotwiLhs t anldin.j our okjcJtorionls to thlc rtadicl changer tihe
report proposes, we fbelieve tuiat a ciian je in the treatinert o'

burrowing authotsrity, with statutory li.miits orn outstanding

Ourrowings ( i.e., revolving oe.t authcrtity), may he warranted.

Currently, where this type o(f autihority is autihorized, it. is

restored and acud-ed to the fkinc{'s crti:ls (i. ., "rolled over'")

to the extent that actual Ltorrowin:.; daree r(paid. Mlhi] i toit.

tre'CalItlrt ot revclvinJ de*bt is consistent with Congressiofnai

intent, we share y)ur concern that tnrl auti.ority -,,-coi,-c -A

available without being cou.int.' asL:; new Uldgcet dutnorlt,.

Recoginizinq this probtler, OuMt policy, with respect to nrew

leg(islation, is to recomnmend, enr.erally, that autiririzat tins

For borrowing authority stipulate a limit expressed as a

statutory authorization of agjregate Dorrowing of a spec it ic
amount liimited to aiLounts contained in .ippropriation actS.

We would be willingj to expulore, aiingj witih ;A(., Conqr-essional

staff, arnd Treasury, the possibility of treating existinj

revolving debt authority as a new typie of er!nanent, inrdef i-

nite borrowing authority with a litilitation. Under this

approach, the amount restored in any year as - r.osult of debt

repayments would be i.deuntified as new oj;djet autha-,rity in

that year. 'T'he amounts thus shown wo(uld Ie. limited to unly
that amount needed to cover necess2'-v new obi llat ions.

[GAO RESPONSE: We are glad that OMB shares our concern about

the netting procedure in programs operated under statutory

limits on the borrowings that may be outstanding at any one

time, and favors, it seems, essentially a gross-based record-

ing of borrowing authority for such programs (debt repayments

would not roll over borrowing authority). We state in this

report. that conversion to gross-based borrowing authority

would be a step in the right direction (see p. 30), and we

therefore would be willing to explore with OMB and other of-

ficials the aspects of such a change in these cases.

We also think, however, that such a change would be only

a partial solution to the problem of more fully expressing,

in budget authority recordings, the obligational authority

in these programs. Under the change, budget authority record-

ings could still understate the obligational £esources of

the program (borrowings, collections, etc.). Furth<_rmore,

we do not agree that the change should be confined to programs

with statutory limits on outstanding borrowings. To make this

change would be confusing, while continuing to use net-based

recordings in programs with indefinite borrowing authoriza-

tions.]
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Your second recommendation would hiave Congress plact Iiiiiits

on obligations of revolving tunrd loan programs and treat the

limits as budget autiority. 'WNe fully suFport the first part

of that recommendation. As you know, as part of the Admini-

stration's new credit control system, the President will

propose, in the 1981 BLuuqet, limitation iar.nguae tcr accounts

with direct loan and loan q.iarantee activity for the budget

year. Plans for th-is creodit control system were· announced in

the 1980 Budget. )MB C' rcular iNo. A-11 requires agencies to

submit i,aterials tor this purFos.e. With tne cooperation ot

the Congress, there will oe full c(ntrol over these credit

programs to the extent that the law permits. We were

surprise1 that the report 1.a!c no mention or our eliort to

control loan and loan guarantee programs or the interest of

the Budget Committees and the Appropriations C'omn:ittees in

controlling these programs through -limitations on gross

lending activities. i'or the sa:;ve reasons listed above, we

disagree wittN tne stecond cart ko: your recommrlendation anrd do

not believe it is necessary or d¢siraDie to treat sucht litlits

as budget autnority.

[GAO RESPONSE: We are glad that OMB agrees on the neea for

congressional limits on loan programs. in this final report,

we briefly discuss the President's credit control proposals

put forth iin the 1981 budget (see p. 32).]

Netting, Grossinq, and isoliover

In certain ;ituations, borrowinq Auttcr-ity recorded in the

budget does not expjress the full a,;ount od obligational

authority avaiiable through borrowing, i.e., total funds

which may be borrowed. The report asserts tr.t this occurs

because of two dist inct bucuuget pract ices--r,-tt ing and roll-

over; in 'act, discussion ot tnese practicin; is . prliiiLdr

focus of the report. The report's description of netting And

its effect on recording budget authority is somewhat mislead-

ing, and the netting procedure descriued in the repIort is not

consistent with O6iB policy on netting.

In many instances, tie report treats nettinq and roliover

synonymousiy and faiis to recognize their iltterinq impl ica-

tions for budget presentation an-] Conr-ess:onal control.

Most of the disparity between borrowintg authority recCorde!d iil

the budget ancd gross borrowings trom the ireasury is wrongly

attributed to the. nettlng procedure. We acknowledge that

there are instances in which yross borrowin, exceeds total

recorded budget auchortty out believe that, in iiost cases,

the disparity is the result ot -ollover and, as you indicate,

consistent witnh tongressional intent.
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[GAO RESPONSE: The netting procedures described in the report
are the ones that have been followe·. by agencies, and that
(with the exceptions clearly nov.ed--see pp. 11-12) have been
consistent with OMB policy on netting. The disagre..ment OMB
has with our technical descriptio., of netting apparently stems
from an OMB misvunderstanding of the report's technical sec-
tioIns. This i<, discussed below.

The report addresses a basic netting procedure which
may or may not ertail rollover, depending upon the y- : and
the program, and makes clear that under the basic netting
procedure borrowings over time can exceed recorded borrowing
authority whether or not rollover is a part of the procedure
(see pp. 9-10). We note that in Agriculture's Rural Electri-
fication and Telephone Revolving Fund, a case study account
using the basic netting procedure without rollover, the margin
b1- which recorded borrowing authority exceeds gross borrowings
decreased frcwm .1.4 billion at the end of fiscal year 1978
to $1.0 billion at the end of fiscal year 1979. As the report
states, it is just a matter of time under current procedures
and trends before gross borrowings exceed recorded borrowing
authority (see p. 12-13).]

The report states that icr- cettatln. Levcivinq u11id loan

programs, total borrowin:;. iidve -excuuded recurded borr winW.
authorit}y because tihe udgtet authority Lborrowingj authorit,)
recorded in the tudgetIt represent:s autrnorizeu net tborrowingln

tuther than authorized gross i:o;-rowings. Ac-:ordin; to tli
report . normnal t;udpgetary practice is to nave "borrowin
auth'r tty recordlilll]S e$-sentially represent levels ot
author lze nlet borrowings--il.t. , )rLwnfg: s repa':., "
tor prograins with indetinite adt.iorlzation'; (r dollar ii ,t.1;-
tions on outstandtin; uorrowin,: s . In Snort , t:le reeiport
detines net borrowinj autwiurity aS tie uii.tttrt;ce be:tw~,n;
9rouss t)orrowing and repaymients. T report iurt:tr ;tat-.
that for programs with indet;nlte u)rr aWin!l .ut'ority, t:H:-

amount recorded as new Lx)rrow in! itIaut: i t nty [u ti- ;i nt t!: '
increase in the al,,ount ot authorizei (u- t . itviH'id. Dot'r oWinq:w

Iror)m th t:i i;jiln ilnj to tl e enid Vl t!l ;r .'e ye e..
aret llicor'rect.

iBorro wing authrlt lty no. t,a.;(i -,in thi. it t1i r,: ;F :'t-tW(Len
gros)s SLrrw)in W and rtepay nt in ye:lr. ;, :rr-,;

i:i not a budLce t ;;.easure and loes n:ot tl4ur-e ! t;' tile Cal iC.-

tion ot budqot auth-ority (horrowlngq autn itit ). orr-ow in'
author ity, as (;Au's glossary (o terms use.1 in tilc tlduteta 
process states, is tile dUtil I Ly Lto likUCi j, iqadt iJr:). tV.,t

ultimatel.y will be liquidated by agency .o rrowipn,. In tI e
case of prot ranms witn pern, anent, in<del nlnt b()rrowinng
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authority, the amount of budget authority recorded represents
the amount of such new authority needed tc cover obligations
iater apilication of other resources, i.e., current revenues
and carryover unobligated balances.

The netting policy recognized by OMB applies equally to
programs with definite, nonrevolving borrowing authority;
borrowing authority with a statutory limit on outstanding
borrowings (e.g., revolving debt authority)- and permanent,
indefinite borrowing authority. To underst- n( netting, two
other basic OMB policies related to oorrowing authority should
be considered:

(1) cash is borrowed only as needed for disbursement
purposes; and

(2) budget autihority (borrowing authority) should be
applied (used) only to tne extent needed to finance
obligations after other available budgetary resources
have been applied.

:nder OMLE's netting policy, if borrowing occurs in Lhe same
year in which ana obligation is incurred against borrowing
autknoritv and that borrowing is repaid in the same year, the
obligation will be treated in the budget as thougn it were
incurred against revenue and no application of borrowing
authority will be reflected. For programs with definite,
noncevolving borrowing authority, this policy would not affect
the amount of budget authority recorded, but clearly would
aifect the amount remaining available (as an unobligated
balance of borrowing authority) at the end of the year.

This rettingj procedure is consistent with our view that it is
not necessary to recognize short-term debt in the budget,
i.c., w.orrowing and repayment of that borrowing in the same

?car tat an obligation is incurred. This practice facili-
tate. presentation in the budget appendix of a snapshot of tte
agjregate effect of transactions occurring over time. While
the transactions reflected in the budget must De supportable
fro;- tne accounting records, the program and financing
schedule is not an accounting presentation and does not
-urp3rt to show all the accounting transactions that occur in
any year.

[GAO RESPONSE: The report does not say that net-based borrow-

ing authority recordings merely express the difference between

gross borrowings and repayments. It states that the record-
inqs "* * * essentially represent levels of authorized net
borrowings, i.e., borrowings less repayments" (see p. 4). In

further technical elaboration, the report makes clear that a

recording expressing "authorized net borrowings" represents
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(1) authorized actual net borrowings in the year (borrowings
less repayments) plus (2) authorized future net borrowings
that may be required to cover year-end uncovered obligations
(see pp. 8 and 10).

The report's description of the netting procedure

-- is consistent with the net--based recordings of borrow-
ing authority in the relevant case study programs;

--was reviewed and accepted as accurate by the relevent
case study agencies; and

-- is consistent with the OMB Examiners' Handbook descrip-
tion of the netting proceduresee p. 39 of this re-
port).

OMB's technical disagreement with us derives from OMB's
current preference for formulating the netting formula in
somewhat different terms from those used in the Examiners'
Handbook and the report. OMB's letter quoted above states

that the authority recorded "'* * represents the amount of
such new authority needed to cover obligations after appli-
cation of other resources, i.e., current revenues and carry-
over unobligated balances." This OMB formulation is not

different in essence from the report's. The same borrowing
authority recordings would be derived from each formulation.]

The report suggests that oMB officials have explained that
netting is applied in recording borrowing authority because
this authority relates to programs with market-type
activities, financed through public enterprise revolving funds
and is consistent with the policy of reporting net outlays for
revolving funds. This is not the rationale for netting, and
the example of reporting net outlays in revolving funds is not
a valid comparison. Furthermore, the netting of outlays is
not restricted to revolving fund activities; outlays are
reported net of offsetting collections for all budget
accounts.

[GAO RESPONSE: The draft version of the report included an
explanation (of the netting procedure) pro ided by an uMB
official during an interview at OMB. This explanation has
been deleted from this final report.]
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We believe that the misunderstanding of our netting policy
may be attributable to information requirements of Treasury
and the difference between Treasury's accounting treatment of
borrowing transactions (as reflected in Part Four, Tables 2

and 3 ot the Treasury Comoined statement) and OMB's concept
ot recoraing budget authority (Dorrowing authority). For

example, for indetinite borrowing authority, Treasury, in
Taule No. 2 of the Treasury Combined Statement, records as
borrowing authority amounts that are actually borrowed in one
year. ouMr records tne authority needed to cover obligations.
Treasury also treats repayments of permanent, indefinite
oorrowing as a restoration of borrowing authority. OMB does
not. (This is discussed in more detail below.) Treasury
calculates th, et effect of borrowings and repayments that

"restore" (roli;ver) borrowing authority to determine the
change in unusbed authority. They also use the net effect of
borrowings and repayments to determine outstanding borrowings.

[GAO RESPONSE: The GAO report describes a netting procedure
set forth in OMB guidance and followed by agency budget of-

fices. The netting concepts al4scribed are not based upon

Treasury's concepts and procedures for reporting borrowings,

tc. ]

The draft report seems to indicate that agencies may not be
applvi ni netting properly. If this is true, we may need to
articulate our policy ,iore clearly or possibly change the

lolicy and require toat the use ot borrowing .uthority be
retiected on a gross oasis. however, we are not prepared to

Y',.aKe a specific recoirnmendition at this time. The matter

nedus to be reviewed further, and we would want to ascertain
thie extent to which short-term borrowing and repayment
actually occurs before recolmmendiny change.

As we have already stated, we believe that most of the
examnples you cite in the report as cases where actual

,orrowings exceed recorded borrowing authority result from

the practice of restoring borrowing autnority for programs

With statutory limits on outstanding borrowings when
repayments are made. OMB policy is to require quantification
ot budget authority when there is a reasonable proxy for such

;iuantitication. In the case of revolving debt eutt:ority, the
full amount of budget authority is recorded in the first

year. To the extent that borrowing is repaid, borrowing
authority may be restored (or rolled over) and is available
£or subsequent cycles of oorrowing. This restoration, or
rollover, is reflected in the program and financing schedules

as an increase in the unobligated balance of borrowing
authority in an amount equal to the repayment. No new budget
aut.rority is recorded.
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Repayments should not restore borrowing authority in programs
with permanent, indefinite borrowing authority. Our policy
requires that new budget authority be recorded only when
permanent, indefinite borrowi'.g authority is used. Several
years ago, we became aware that some agencies were using
repayments to restore borrowing authority for programs with
permanent, indefinite authorizations and were carrying large
balances of unobligated budget authority. As a result, OMB
Circular No. A-11 was revised to clarify the policy.

Consistent with OMB Circular No. A-11, repayments of
borrowing by programs with permanent, indefinite sorrowing
authority should be reflected as a reduction of an nccount's
fund balances and should be balanced in the budget appendix
schedules by a '"rede-mp-ti'on ot debt" entry. (The redemiptit . tot
debt entry is also used to withdraw erroneously recorded
unobligated balances of borrowing authority and to wltndh w
balances of borrowing authority that do not revolve wnen
other budgetary resources are substituted. The report's dis-
cussion of the "redemption of debt" (page 14) entry should be
revised to reflect more accurately this usage.)

The report (pages 16 and 17) cites four programs with
permanent, indefinite borrowing authority that have continued
to rollover borrowing authority, despite OMB's policy against
this practice. We have discussed your findings with the
agencies involved, and the treatment of permanent, indefinite
borrowing authority will be corrected in the 1981 Budget
for the Eximbank, the Department of Housing and Urban
Development's ;pecial Assistance Functions Fund, and the
Department of IUfense's Homeowners Assistance Fund. In the
case of the Rural Housing Insurance Fund (Department of
Agriculture), there is no indication thet repayments are used
to rollover borrowing authority. To the extent that Luorrow-
ings are repaid, no new borrowing authority is added to the
unoblijated balances of borrowing authority. Accordingly, the
appendix schedule in the 1980 Budget for this account shows no
unobligated balances of borrowing authority. It is our under-
standing that all borrowing authority for this azcount is
reflected as new budget authority when required to incur
obligations.

[GAO RESPONSE: We concur with OMB's statement that they may
have to articulate their new, nonrollover policy more clearly.
Our draft report identified four accounts where OMB's non roll-
over policy was not being followed (see pp. 11-12), and the
above OMB comments state that corrective actions would be
taken in the fiscal year 1981 budget ftr three of the four
accounts. OMB suggests that continued rollover has not oc-
curred in the third account (Agriculture's Rural Housing
Insurance Fund).
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Our subsequent review of budget treatments in the 1981
budget shows that fully corrective actions have not been
taken for two of the accounts. Although the Eximbank in
fiscal year 1979 made about $1.5 billion in repayments on
prior year borrowings from non-Treasury sources, there was
no 1981 budget matching redemption of debt entry for 1979
(although redemption is projected foc 1981). Similarly,
although officials of Agriculture's Rural Housing Insurance
Fund made 1979 repayments oi: $450 million on prior year
Treasury borrowings, the 1981 budget showed no redemption of
debt for 1979. We do not understand why OMB officials see no
indication of continued rollover in this account. i/

As for the OMB comment that the report should more
accurately reflect usage of tne "redemption of debt" entry,
we note that the report fully quotes from the relevant OMB
Circular A-1i jrovisions (see p. 9 footnote 2/).]1

;:-c redort also contains a table (page 2.} that identities 17
.iccounts tnat represent Vossible future rollovtrs. To the
extent that these accounts have permanent, indefinite borrow-
i11 ati ority, rollovetr s!ould nut occurL. he would rec-ot:,uend
-ev isinj the tan-l.e to indicatte wihich of tne accounts have
?erimianent, indefinite oorrowinq autihority.

t r triit tiat titrse ci.ti,tients will fb t elut L I to you. fWe
w-ll be jiaJ to work Lurther with GAU :statf in evaluatiny and
considering proposals to rimae ne -essary iiiprovements to the
ln;i|)ridt i')n ptresentedt in the tUet.

[GAO RESPONSE: The report notes that future rollover would
not occur in any of the 19 accounts entailing indefinite
authorizations and actual implementation of OMB's nonrollover
policy for such accounts (see p. Vli). It was beyond the scope
of the GAO review to identify which of the 19 accounts (be-
sides the relevant case study accounts) have indefinite
authorizations.] Sincere

Sincerely,

Dale R. McOinber
Assistant Director

Lor Budget Review

1/A possible explanation is that the repayments in question
have been made on the first day of the fiscal year with
borrowings made on the same day, which rolls forward o'e
debt, with no new borrowing authority becoming availab
Still, this is a torm of rollover.
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DEPAPTMENT OF THE TREASURY
WVASHING1ON D C 20220

DEC ? 1 t979

Dear Mr. ScantlebLry:

This is in regard to your letter cf Novetbier 1, 1979, to Secretary
-iller ccorrning CWG's draft report to Ccngress entitled "Current
Pracltes -s Peex ga Baud~g Akf.rit ty in Certain Relving Fhur
l'roqrans t Air Cctngressicral B1udst Control" (PAD-80-29).

We have revit~&d the propCsed iraft which has resultdl in the
follownqg clarifyurT x omPnts which we believe you should be aware of:

(1)1 Ilct.sury is in agren- t with the fiL;ures sim2n in thf
report with the frllowunq excepticlns;

(A) The fo llownq paaoes hama figures ti-at Iprta in to non-
Tralury hbrriLn r ard car .ot be ,er-rtfiidt by Ireasury:

Page 5, 18 t(Exprt-Ifrport Bank Non-Treasury borrowTirngs),
25, 33, 43, 4j, ,0 (cxl. 6), 61, 62, 63, 65 1/2 (col l,
h9 (col. 2 & 6), 73, 75 (ol. 6), 81 (col. I & 6), 8K
(col. 6), 92, 93, 94. and 96.

(B) The inlforimtionl c page 75 (cxul. 2), and 85 (col. 1 & 2)
can riot tb verifiedi by Treasury . ith thle infornation
1iven in this report.

(C) 'he folloangr f igres are in-orOctt:

Page 18 - The reoorded ltlrrrwinm autliority for Ebxort-
Inport Bank should be 6.0 not 5.7; IR=D Special Assistant
should be 5.6 iot 7.9; Rural Electrification c ah Telephone
RNwolvinq should be 3.3 not 3.65; arxi Rural ikousinq
Insurance Fund should be 2.0 not 3.0.

[GAO RESPONSE: The draft reviewed by Treasury contained
figues as of the end of fiscal year 1978. In this final
report (see- p. 13) the amounts have been updated to reflect
any congressional actions and OMB recordings for fiscal year
1979. The figures reviewed by Treasury were correct. They
were taken from OMB budget documents--the focus of this
teview--rdthet than Treasury records, and reflect certain
adjustments as detailed in the tables on pp. 45, 52, and
62 of this report.
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The report contains a relevant discussion on p. 49 of

the Eximbank's recordings. The amounts reviewed by Treasury

had been reviewed without disapproval by the administrating

agencies.]

Page 22 - Cmrudity Credit Corporation cumulative repay-
ments all years should be $125,567,219 not $125,557,221;

- Rural Electrification and Telephone Revolving Fund
cumulative repayments all years should be $569,575 not
$874,386;

- Total cumulative reperymnts all years should be
$234,582,294 not $235,392,107;

[GAO RESPONSE: In this final report, we eliminated from the

relevant table (see p. 16) the cumulative repayments of each

account.]

- Rural Housing Insurance Fund Borrowings outstanding
fiscal year 1978 end should be $1,005,718 not $1,005,715;

- Total Borrowings outstanding fiscal year 1978 end
should be $75,237,628 not $75,237,625

[GAO RESPONSE: This final report's amounts for outstanding

borrowings were corrected to reflect the above Treasury com-

ment, and updated to incorporate transactions for fiscal year

1979.]

Title - Emergency mortgage purchase assistance should
be Emergency Hame Purchase Assistance.

[GAO RESPONSE: The title used in the report (see p. 16 of

this final report) "Emergency Mortgage Purchase Assistance,"

is the title used in OMB and congressional budget and appro-

priations materials.]

Page 25, Table 4 - Special Assistance Functicn
(Emergency) recorded borrowing authority should be
13.1 not 12.8.
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[GAO RESPONSE: The recorded borrowing authority total (see
p. 19 of this final report) as of the end of fiscal year 1978,
and 1979, is $12.8 billion. The total is based upon OMB bud-
get document reccrdings adjusted to reflect OMB's revised
budget treatment for the program adopted for the fiscal year
1978 budget. The new treatment made borrowing authority
recordings reflect the full emergency standby authority pro-
vided in legislation. The relevant legislation has provided
a total of $12.8 billion in standby authority.]

(2) The following citations and charts should be changed:

page 8 - The gross borrowings for FY 19'78 (which
were taken from Table 109, page 402 in the 1978
Statistical Appendix but not noted as such) appear
to be'shown incorrectly, as the shading does not
conform to other fiscal years.

page 11 - The citation in the first paragraph should
be shown as 12 U.S.C. 635d (instead of 12 U.S.C. 635).
Also, the first line of the citation should read:
"...the Export-TImport Bank of the United States is
authorized to..." (not the Export- Import Bank of
Washington).

page 24 - Incorrect citation. 17 U.S.C. 950 should be
changed to 7 U.S.C. 903

page 84 - See ccmments for page 24

page 85 - See cmsents for page 24

page 87 - Reference should read: 68 Stat 94-95

[GAO RESPONSE: The graph, legal citations, and Eximbank
reference have been changea in this final report to reflect
Treasury s comments.]

(3) The report infers that the current practice of netting and
rolling-over of borrowing authority in certain revolving
fund loan programs is hsapering congressional control on
borrowing authority. HFever, we can not find any specific
examples in the report nor have we had a response from the
Congress on this matter.

[GAO RESPONSE: See our first response to OMB's comments on
the report--appendix VI. ]
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(4) The report also wants to change the method that is used to
compute borrowing authority from the present method to basing
borrowing authority an gross obligational authority. Without
additional explanation as to how this would work, it is
impossible for Treasury tn ciment. We feel that the present
method has been working very well and has allowed Treasury
to exercise control over outstanding borrowings as stipulated
by Congress. If the obligational metod re used, we don't
feel that Treasury could exercise the sawe degree of control
since Treasury does not receive obligational data on an on-
going basis except at year end.

[GAO RESPONSE: The report recommends that "budget authority"
for revolving fund loan programs, not borrowing authority, be
recorded to match authorized gross obligations or gross loan
obligations. This would in no way impede Treasury's control
over authorized borrowings as stipulated by the Congress.
Treasury would continue to maintain records on agency borrow-
ings repayments, and exercise appropriate control as required
by law.]

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on tHe draft.

Very truly yours,

Paul H. Taylt/

Mr. D. L. Scantlebury, Director
Division of Financial and General
Managerent Studies
United States General Accounting
Office
Wasingtnrn, D. C. 20548
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTU;IE
1; JRAL ELEC rRIFICATION ADMINISTRATION

WASHINOTON. D C 20ZV'

OP ICE OF
r

';' ADMINITkTATOI1

NOV 2 5 1979
Mr. Henry Eschwege, Director
Community and Economic
Development 'ivision

U.S. General Accounting Office
Washington, D.'. 20548

Dear Mr. Eschwege:

We have reviewed the draft '£pcrrt "Current Practices fot RecorJling Budget
Authoritv in Certain Re-olvlng Fund Programs Impair Congressioral Budget
Control." The followinF are RFE's c.-mmentti, both general and spectfic.

A major fia,, w., iind with the report is that it fails to respond or give
credit in any ai,,y to the 'IMB Federal Creeit Couttrol Progtam established
in OMB Circular A-11 dated May 25, 1979. The Federal Credit Control
Program was designed specifically to ov.ercome any problems of Congressional
budpet control ass:ciated with credit programs.

[GAO RESPONSE: In this final report, we briefly discuss the
President's credit c)orltrol proposals put forth in the 1981
budget (see p. 32). 1

The "netting" procedure referred to in many pl ices within tliis dri"ft report
is consistent with and is a direct result of the report of ttz Prcsident's
Commissiot. on Budget Concepts prepared in IcLtobcr 1967. The following
background statement on che difference between Fedep-t lending and spending
programs is a direct quota* from thp cormission's report.

Notwithstanding the gra,: importance of incl.uding loans in
any com-:rehensive statement. cf Federal Government artivitils,
there also are important reasons wky loans should be set forth
separately from other expenditures within the budget totals.
Loans, like other government cxpondJtures, result in someonm's
acquiring cash, and the borrowed funds will presumably be spent.
However, the borrower has assumed an obligation for subs,.quer.
repayment, plus interest, which distinguishes a loan transaction
from other expenditures. There is s '. tantial consensus among
economists about the way in which .... and expenditures other than
loans affect private spending decisio... There is considerable
consensus, furthermore, as to the effect of these spending
decisions on the economy and how such impact should be roughly
calculated. There is much less agreement, however, on the measure-
ment of how loans and other financial transactions affect the
economy. (Scoring added)
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The essence of this statement is Lhat loans are different from direct
expenditures. To present them in the budget_ on a ross basis in the budget
authoritv r _outlV totals or in the individual fund accounts would gene_rally
lend the Corgress and the public to bel_ieve that loans and ants or othe.
direct expenditures are synonymous. Obviously, the borrower's obligation

Lo repay makes loans significantl different frum the acceptance of Federal
funds without such an obligationl. The "netting" procedure has, since 1967
been used to reflect this basic difference. We believe that reflecting this
return Ulf funds to the Treasury must continue; and, therefore, we cannot
agree with the suggestion to eliminate that procedure. See Appendix VI to
PAD 77-25, August 30, .77, copy attached.

[GAO RESPONSE: We reiterate from our earlier report cited

above our position that the budget process is an evolving pro-

cess, ard that, while the recommendations of the President's

1l67 Commjrir 1on were valid when they were made, times have

changed -,d the Congress has demanded a stronger voice in the

budget pro:cess (e.g. passage of the Congressional Budget Act

of 1974).

We believe that for the Congress to decide on budget

totals and make priority allocations among functions under

the new budget process, it must have complete information on
the total levels of Federal activities. With full disclosure,
including accounting for amounts in the budget on a gross
basis, the Congress will be better able to use the budget
information in establishing aggregate financial targets by
functional categori'. The budget functions should include
these total amounts.

We note that nothing in this position precludes separate
identification within the budget's totals of amounts pertain-
ing to loan programs.]

The report appears to use Budget Authority, Borrowing Authority, an./or
Loan Authority as having the same meaning in some instances. GAO's own
publication defining budgetary terms, PAD 77-9, should be useful in reducing
any confusion.

[GAO RESPONSE: The report distinguishes among the terms, and

refers to the cited GAO glossary of budgetary terms for fur-
ther information (see p. 1).]

The proposed report implies that revolving fund arrangements are misleading
to the Congress. All such funds are established by the Congress, and REA's
revolving funds are reviewed on an annual basis by the Congress. Certainly
the Legislative and Appropriations Committees' dealings with REA have not
indicated to REA that they have been mislead.
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In establishing the Rural Electrification and Telephone Revolving Fund, the
Congress placed into that account, as assets, all the prior loans made by
RFA. By capitalizing the account in this manner, the program was in a
sense made largely self-perpetuating, the precise reason Congress indicated
they had for establishing the account. The Congress further, realizing that
receipts alone would not necessarily fund all future requirements, authorized
the sale of loan assets and, in addition, appropriations to the account to
cover interest subsidies and lossev. No additional long-term borrowing
authority is authorized fcr the account. Therefore, the statements on page 16
relating to lapsing of authority and on page 19 that a longer period of bor-
rowing activity will result in total REA borrowing excaeding recorded borrowing
authority could not possibly be true. Further, any borrowing authority
recorded prior to the 1973 amendments is no longer meaningful and roll-over of
borrowing authority does not apply to this account.

[GAO RESPONSE: The report's statements o: lapsing (p. 11 of
the final t-,port) and borrowings exceeding recoraed borrowing
authority c- =.r , period of continued borrowing activity
(p. 13 of the final report), are correct. As reflected in
the column "2" entries in the relevant table of this report
(p. 46), OMB's budget documents show lapses, termed
"redemption of debt," for fiscal years 1977, 1978, and 1979.
Furthermore, as may be seen in the same table, the margin by
which recorded totrowing authority exceeds gross borrowings
decreased from about $1.4 billion at the end of fiscal year
1978 to about $1 billion at the end of fiscal year 1979.

The recorded borrowing authority amounts discussed in
the report are mostly, with the exceptions identified (see
footnotes on p. 47), post-19'3 amendments recordings. The
report notes that this is a non-toll over netting account
(see p. 44).i

The Congress has made no appropriations under the borrowing authorization in
Section 3 of the Rural Electrification Act (quoted on page 4. of the proposed
report) since. 1973. Instead it ha, utilized the provisions of Sect , 301-
305 of the Act in controlling the insured electric An teeeplhone loan crograms.

in summary, thie Congress does through its appropriation process review the
REA account on an annual basis. We have not in recent years been told or
instructed by thile Congress to report tbhese items on any different basis.
Since 1973 Congress has been approving REA insured loans on a gross loan
obligation basis nearly consistent with the Federal Credit Controls to bt

establish, d for the 1981 budgct. it the Congrevs chooses, is the 1981 budget
will propo.;e, to extend the current obligational controls to ",uaranttee
commitments" or to the Rural Telephone Bank, this will merely bring those
activities under the same kinds of annual limitations that the revclving fund,
used as .i case exalmpile in this report. has been under for a nlm}nr of ;caers.
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[GAO RESPONSE: The Congress' decision to set limits on REA
insured loans on a gross loan obligations basis demonstrates
the importance attached by the Congress to contrc;ling gross
levels of activity. Our recommendation to treat such author-
ized gross loan obligations as budget authority is a logical
extension of this current congressional approach.]

Apparently the report in its narrow review of four loan revolving funds
does not evaluate the "netting" process used throughout the budget to reflect
the reduction in budget authority and outlays for other proprietary receipts
from the public. (See the discussion on pages 28 and 34.) These receipts
must be equally confusing in the Congressional Budget Control procedure.

[GAO RESPONSE: We have addressed in other reports the pro-
blems of using receipts to reduce reported budget authority

and outlays. These include "Revolving Funds: Full Disclo-
sure Needed for Better Congressional Control" (PAD-77-25,
August 30, 1977), and "Federal Budget Outlay Estimates: A
Growirng Problem" (PAD-79-20, February 9, 1979).]

We appreciate the opportunity afforded us to provide our comments.

Sincerely',

Admioistr ator

Attacihment
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
Qt ' N.' OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

WAsHINGTON. O C. aeW

MAR 4 1977

Kr. Harry S. Havens
Director, Program Analysis

Division
U.S. General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Harry:

This responds to your request for comment on your draft report:
'Review of Controllability Issues of Revolving Funds'. Except
to observe that the report contains a great deal of valuable
information, our conumments relate primarily to the recommenda-
tions contained in the report and the discussion of the
Impoundment Control Act contained in pages 100-14 of the
draft.

1/
We agree that it would be helpful, as your first recommendation
suggests, if the Congress were to apply specific criteria con-
sistently in determining the appropriate financing mechanism
whenever new programs are enacted. Perhaps your recommendation
should be modified to propose such criteria for consideration
and adoption by the Congress. The Office of Management end
Budget developed criteria some years ago. We use them in com-
menting on proposed legislation and, insofar as possible, in
classifying new revolving funds established by law. In the
case of newly established revolving funds, the Office of
management and Budget and Treasury reach agreement on the fund
classification most appropriate under the terms of the
authorizing legislation before the Treasury account symbol is
assigned. We are at times hampered by the fact that technical
financial terms frequently are used most imprecisely in the
authorizing legislation.

Your second and third recommendations assume the adoption by
the Congress :f uniform criteria. If the Congress were to
adopt such criteria and put them into effect, there would be
no need for the reports to be required under the second recom-
mendation, other than on an exceptions basis. While we would
have no objection to the reviews required in the third recom-
mendation, i; would appear more appropriate for the administer-
ing agency of the executive branch to conduct the reviews and
propose appropriate amendments to the authorizing legislation.
Nowever, the requirement for such reviews should not precede
the adoption of the criteria mentioned in the first recommenda-
tion.

l/ GAO note 1: The order of recommendations in the final report differs
somewhat from the draft report which went to the agency for coement.
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For a number of reasons, we cannot agiee with your fourth
recommendation. First, our present system of accounting and
budgeting for public enterprise funds conforms to the precepts
laid down by the President's Commission on Budget Concepts:
your recommendations do not. The point here is that the con-
cepts established by the Commission created an integrated system
with respect to grossing and netting. Your fourth recommenda-
tion ignores the interrelationships that must be considered if
the Commission's concepts are to be changed.

Second, we do not agree that it is necessary for the budget
summary information to disclose the gross accounting for col-
lections and cutlays in order for the Congress to consider the
transactions of public enterprise funds in deciding on budget
totals or making priority allocations among functions. Informa-
tion on gross collections and disbursements is provided for
every public enterprise revolving fund.

Third, and more important, we do not agree that it is appro-
priate for gross collections and outlays to be used as the
basis for making priority allocations arong functions. Such
a recommendation assumes that the collections of public enter-
prise funds are transferable among functions on a continuing
basis and are essentially unrelated to the outlays of the
funds, but--by definition--they are not.

Fourth, we do not agree that such a change would not affect
the current appropriations process or agency accounting for the
individual accounts. Currentlv, collections by revolving funds
are recorded as negative outlays, and balances are reported on
a net basis (e.g., in the Treasury Combined Statement). Our
budget presentation system uses the actual year data (on a net
basis) from the accounting system as a base. The intent of
your recommendation relative to budget totals is unclear. If
the intent is that transactions will continue to be recorded
in the accounts on a net basis, as at present, but that amounts
will be shown in the budoet schedules on a gross basis, then
the relationship of the budjet schedules to the accounting
records would be confused. If on the other hand, it is intended
that the budget totals tnzlude the transactions of the public
enterprise funds on a gross basis, then serious questions are
raised concerning the effect of the revised concept on the
meaning of the budget totals. These questions are not dis-
cussed in the report.

Fifth, your recommendation applies only to public enterprise
funds and would, therefore, appear to apply different accounting
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and budget presentation rules to public enterprise funds from
those for intra-governmental revolving funds. We doutt
seriously the ,ierit of having such a difference. If your
recommendation were to be adopted, it would have far-reaching
consequences for our accounting and budgeting systems and would
have to be carefully worked out with Treasury and the Office of
Management and Budget.

[See GAO note 2. page 147.J

More generally with regard to the draft report, we do net
understand the basis for a number of statements contained in
it. For example, we do not understand the inference of wide-
spread accrunt misclassification when the report specifically
states that no individual accounts were studied on an in-depth
basis. Of course, mistakes are made in classifying accounts,
and sometimes the activities carried on within an account
change over time and inv,:lidate a previously correct classifica-
tion. We correct errors when we learn of them. Your report
contains inferences of widespread errors but evidence of only
a few, some of which were being corrected before the General
Accounting Office made its study.

[See GAO note 2. page 147.1

We do not agree that congressional control over a program is
necessarily weakened when that program is financed by a
revolving fund. Indeed, your report contains ample evidence
that the Congress can and does control the activities of
revolving funds when it chooses to do so. Basically, the
Congress chooses between qeneric control through authorizing
specific types of automatic or semi-automatic operations and
specific control through annual appropriations action including
the establishment of a limitation on operations by a revolving
fund. But there is control and accountability in either case.

The report's discussion of the effect on budget deficits of net
outlay changes of public enterprise funds is misleading. It
implies that the $4.2 billion increase in 1975 ret outlays,
from the 1975 budget estimate to actual disbursement, occurred
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without congressional approval. Of this amount, $3.2 billion
is the direct result of congressional action: $2.0 billion
from the Government Nat:onal Mortgage Association special
assistance market operations that complied with the will of
Congress to spend more on housing, and $1.2 billion from the

Federal Home Loan Bank Board tandem plan spending appropriated

by Congress. Further, :t must be recognized that the impact
of those changes upon the budget dcficit would have been no
different it the transactions ha/ been stated on a gross basis,

and that Congress can control the level of activity of the
fund if it desires to do so. Moreover, the charge that account-
ing for revolving funds on a net outlay basis "is misleading
and understates the true magnitude of Governmrnt activities as

well as the impact of individual revolving fund proqrams" Is not

substantiated--and is inconsistent with both the recornenda-
tions of the President's Commission on Budget Concepts and the

widely accepted methods used to measure econoic- activity,
e.g., in the gross national income and product accounts.

The draft report discuss;es some of the reiat:--ships between
revolving funds and the Impoundment Control Act (pp. 100-104).

[See GAO note 2. paqe 147.1

We believe that the following statements (related to the Impound-

ment Control Act) are not suppor:Ld by the draft:

'See GAO note 2. page 147.1
"GAO has held in several instances

that the President has failed to report impoundments of re-

volving fund budget authority." (page 103) Two examples are

used in the draft to illustrate "inconsistent Executive Branch
compliance. They involve: (1) reserved funds for a program

that was discontinued in January, 1973, and (2) funds that The

agency involved (HUD) has not considered to be budget authority.
According to a ruling of the Attorney General, the funds

referred to in the first case are not subject to the Act, since
the reserve action was taken before the Impoundment Control Act

became law. In the second case, GAO itself concluded in a letter
of December 23, 1976, CB-115398) that 'there no longer exists
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an impoundment of section 236 reserve funds...' This informa-
tion should be included in the report; otherwise, the draft
gives the impression that GAO still believes that a withholding
exists that constitutes an "unreported rescission." Alterna-tively, the two statements quoted above and the discussion ofthem might be dropped from the report.

Reporting the activities of revolving funds under the Impouri-
ment Control Act requires the application of more judgment
than does reporting in most other areas. The very nature ofrevolving funds makes reporting requirements under the Impound-ment Control Act a little more ambiguous for them because, as
the GAO report states: iSee GAO note 2. page 147.!

for some revolvingfunds, there is no clear statement of congressional intentabout the appropriate level of financial act:Ivty. Unfortun-ately, your draft report makes no recommendations that wouldhelp to clarify this ambiguity.

We suggest that a conclusion be added to this section of thereport, either (i) suggesting improvements, or (2) reemrphas$zinqthe special nature of reporting of revolving funds under the
Impoundment Control Act.

I trust that these comments will be helpful to you. Officeof Manaqement and Budcet staff will be glad to work with theGeneral Accounting Office and with Treasury in evaluating
our current sy;tem for budgeting and accounting for revolvingfunds and considering any necessary improvements in them.

Sincerely,

Dale R. McOmber
Assistant Director
for Budget Review

GAO note 2: Deleted commnents refer to material contained in the draft reportwhich has been revised or which has not been included in the final report,
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